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“I like these cold, gray winter days.
Days like these let you savor a bad mood.”
-Bill Watterson.

Poetry and Photography

Anchor Stones
by Jeffery Beck
his ship had many anchor stones: one anchor
never enough for even the lightest skiff, let
alone her, an oared galley: stones, hemp cables
braided all around, to show anchoring her
dangerous business; the stones larger, smaller,
heavier, lighter, one bore hole, three or four holes:
some crafts moored at port with hawsers winched
by worn hands; others anchored with stones dropped
in harbor channels; some fished with nets stoneweighted; but those old hands never trusted anchors,
commanding sailors to haul her to land: cables
flaw, even triple hawsers, cats, capstans break; stone
anchors drift, and currents pull bodies with anchors
out to sea, into whirling pools: even the strongest,
the long stones with four holes for fastening pegs,
the heavy, wooden claws that cling to sea bed,
bending, are not firm enough for her, to bend
in current, but break, losing hold on the bed,
so, ancient men said, anchors were good to stay
a course, were good to fish a channel, were good
for ballast, but were no hold for port: when home,
row her to the beach, dredge sand to pull
her in, use four and twenty men to lift her
on pilings, and roll her far inland, where
waves will never touch her, sheltering her
from winds, in close, but free from anchor
stones: free as a woman in love could ever be.
{{Jeffrey Beck}}

Bezel
by Anthony Cappo
Hold me in your tiny cup.
I, rough cut gem hewed
to smooth finish, fitted
into precious groove.
I am ruby, you are gold, enfold
me in your ingot arms. Lower me
into the rim, lip encircling,
secure. Adjust my setting.
After years dark buried, ready
to sparkle and flame.

The Day After the Breakup
by Anthony Cappo
Lead cinders sawdust collapsed
scaffolding hydrocephalic
exit wounds anvils lockjaw
rusted gears furies tearing
pieces heart hurled black
droning electric hum

{{Anthony Cappo grew up in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, but is a long-time resident of New York City. He received his M.F.A
in creative writing from Sarah Lawrence College. His poems have appeared in Stone Highway Review, Connotation Press
– An Online Artifact, Yes Poetry, Lyre Lyre, The Boiler Journal, and other publications.}}

Now, in Winter
by Kevin Casey
What are these crows now?
Onyx charms strung across the dooryard -black that sears on snow,
echoing in stillness.
And what are those trees
that had sheltered the field? Sapphire scores
in the pewter sky that now oblige
the scathing gale.
The slatted porch chairs
now ease smooth slabs of ivory -inert surrogates awaiting
some thaw into nothingness.
And this is what we’re left -half-clarity, half-glare that bares
and leaves unmended
the broken language of spring.
{{Kevin Casey is a graduate of UMass, Amherst, and the University of Connecticut. Recent works have been accepted by
Grasslimb, Frostwriting, Words Dance, Turtle Island Review, decomP, and others. He currently teaches literature at a
small university in Maine, where he enjoys fishing, snowshoeing and hiking.}}

“Rio Gorge”
by Rohan Garg

“Daisy”
by Rohan Garg
{{Rohan Garg is currently a sophomore in high school who lives in Cleveland, Ohio. In addition to pursuing his passion for
photography, he is a co-editor of his school's yearly literary publication. More specifically, he is interested in capturing
images of nature, and his works have appeared in The Pea River Journal and Hothouse Magazine.}}

Immolate
by Chelsea Cefalu
Three minutes after the sun
tomorrow, I’ll be up.
Three minutes.
The time it takes to boil
thin spaghetti. Or for a man
to loop a chain from a tree
to his neck and hit
the gas. Three minutes, maybe
less, to readNew York Man Decapitates Self in Broad Daylight.
As if beheadings are lonesome things.
As though he was wrong
to make people see
what was
inside his head.

Event Horizon
by Chelsea Cefalu

What happens in a hole
stays in a hole.
A shot in the dark
bears no witness.
Schools shutter, homes fail –
their energy spent
climbing gravity.
Suited men
gerrymander and block,
stealing hydrogen
so stars can’t form.
We shake and nod,
suckered
toward the horizon,
our momentum
generally relative
to the shape of our
ignorance.
{{Chelsea Cefalu lives in Easton, PA with her husband and children. Her poems have appeared in Flutter Poetry Journal
and Poppy Road Review. She recently developed Poets in Progress, an after-school workshop that allows neighborhood
children to read, write, and share poetry.}}

Interceptor
by Chris Crittenden
the gull grazed foam,
swerved on whitecaps,
spread a curt sail--triangle
of fluff.
it burrowed
in the swallow of a ragged horizon,
angst’s meek claw,
brief and alone.
it bloused Zennish,
aerial bonsai tree,
moved the entire sky
to susurration.
looping mazes, tantrums,
and shrivatsas, it spiraled
until the last curvature
dissolved the rest.
in the end, it was just free,
liberated
by a sagacity
of crosswinds.
no more
last-to-first-and-back-again,
no sheer cat’s-cradle,
the opposite of a net.
{{Chris Crittenden writes from a struggling fishing village in Maine, 50 miles from the nearest traffic light (though a few
months a year in Los Angeles). He blogs as Owl Who Laughs and is pretty well published.}}

“Look”
by Cynthia Linville
{{Cynthia Linville’s favorite locations to shoot are Joshua Tree, New Mexico, and the north coast of California. Her photos
have appeared in The People's Tribune, The Sacramento News & Review, Capital Public Radio's website, Cracker (band)
Official Facebook page, WTF, and Medusa's Kitchen. She edits www.convergence-journal.com}}

Lover’s Plea
by Carolyn D. Elias
Let me nest
under your skin.
Let me trace
your pain with my fingertips.
Let me sew
up all the wounds.

Fig Tree
by Carolyn D. Elias
Milk of my milk, I bathe you
in honey and wine libations.
Whispering words rise;
smoke from your mouth.
Your skin is smooth,
pliant clay.
My heat bakes you, like the sun,
into a new earth.
We pluck juicy figs from our branches
and feast.
Our fingers,
our lips
stained:
so others may know
our sweetness.
{{Carolyn D. Elias' poetry has appeared in print in Sassafras Literary Magazine and East Jasmine Review. Her poetry has
also appeared online at Lunch Ticket, Apeiron Review, and www.beakfulblogspot.com. Carolyn has upcoming publications
in The Tower Journal, Ann Arbor Review, HelloHorror, and Poetica Magazine. Read more about her at
http://www.carolyndeliasauthor.squarespace.com, or follow her on Twitter: @CarolynDElias.}}

“Stop and Thank”
by Adel Souto

“No Exit”
by Adel Souto

“Enjoy the Ride Before the Rust Sets In”
by Adel Souto
{{Adel Souto is a multimedia artist, writer, and musician living in Brooklyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood.
(adelsouto.com)}}

City Winter
by Whitney Judd
Brittle temporary morning
burned by a cigarette butt
is movement more than color
fell like snow sounding slack

Untitled
by Whitney Judd
Birch leaves fell in autumn after your leaving, in the wind, before the
snow. In the fires as we waited scarlet bent wood leaned, and the snow became
silver runnings in the moon; near broke the trembling lips of snow.
The leaves have blackened on the ground and the new leaves have
greened. We wait along lines of stones after the spring storms have passed leaving
the pregnant drops on wands of birches and the clicks of crickets. Green rilled
moss is on the cooling stones. Moist air hangs about.
Mist is on the whitened leaves and all the golden worked hands are
stunned. We waited through the summer. Crumbs have fallen on the ground. All
our limbs are slight and aged, and all the robbers come.
{{Whitney Judd lives and works part-time in Tucson, Arizona, writing for the sheer love and need of it, and is in the
process of applying to MFA Programs in Creative Writing.}}

Sexualization
by Nicole Kurlich
A fire breather boiled
in aspirin and peppermint
worms into her body
cavities, some natural sin
in a Mickey Mouse
sweater.
Steel wool scrubs
her shed inner skin
while their gazes grow
fingers, waiting for blood
to glut the toilet
drain.
Weighing the taste
of green apples.
Pictures pillow talk,
telling her to slink
like a kitty and be spit
upon.
Tip-toed, tipped
out, a diamond tapped
into the ashtray.
{{Nicole Kurlich is a student living in woodsy Concord Township, Ohio. She is currently pursuing an Associate of Arts
degree from Lakeland Community College.}}

Bridge to Nowhere
by Cynthia Linville
The moment just before the pot comes to boil
she has her doubts.
Fear metallic in her mouth
she climbs into her red Chevy Nova
and drives all the way to Tijuana
figuring she’ll come back in a year or two (or never).
She just needs blessings of sage smoke and owl feathers
just needs to stop banging her head
against that same steel door.
She just needs it to snow
inside the bleach-white bones of her skull
just wants to leave silvery blue footprints
instead of her usual mess.
Instead here she is
clapping in the elevator at night
a steel coil, tightly wound
soon to be bound tight
to a stretcher
wheeled in through the exit
and once again
stranded under bright lights.
{{Cynthia Linville’s two poetry collections, The Lost Thing and Out of Reach, are available from Cold River Press. Her
poem "I am Fortune's Ungraceful Daughter" was nominated for a Pushcart in 2012. Linville has taught in the English
Department at California State University, Sacramento since 2000.}}

“Shiprock”
by David J. Thompson

“Utah Clouds”
by David J. Thompson
{{David J. Thompson is a former prep school teacher and coach who has traveled extensively in the U.S., Asia, and
Europe. His interests include film, jazz and minor league baseball. His photography and poetry have appeared in many
journals including Slipstream, Nerve Cowboy, and The Chiron Review. Please visit his photo website at
ninemilephoto.com.}}

island boy
by Nic Sebastian
only, ever
island boy
with the sun
in his pocket and time
a writhing whip
in his hand
he was kite whistle
and assassin downdraft
the storm winds
were his cousins
he twisted the necks
of starlings
and roasted them
for breakfast
from the grotto
of his mouth
mangled bird bone
spat forth
bloodied sapphire
choirs of bees
and black roses
triumphant
stand there
and jump
said island boy
I will catch you
for I am fresh
soil dream
and the cobra
is my sister
{{Nic Sebastian is the author of Forever Will End On Thursday and Web, both published under the poetry nanopress
model with partner editors. She co-founded and curates The Poetry Storehouse (http://poetrystorehouse.com), which
showcases 'great contemporary poems for creative remix'’. Nic blogs at Very Like A Whale and her work has appeared or is
forthcoming in Yew Journal, Valparaiso Poetry Review, Anti-, MiPOesias, Blue Fifth Review, Avatar Review and
elsewhere.}}

Back Closet
by Zvi A. Sesling
The back closet is where the unneeded is stuffed:
unused coal, a broken Coke bottle, bent baseball cards
unchewed chewing gum, a bag of old pans and wooden
spoons, a bust of Chopin, an old Monopoly board
These things once meant something but only the heavens
remember what it was since they have been in that closet
for close to three years and were never looked at again
though they have not been forgotten
Perhaps another search would reveal more past treasures:
old Greek coins, a backgammon set, casino chips, pictures
of old friends, books by Kerouac and Rand, I Like Ike campaign
buttons and an unbroken wishbone saved, not tossed
Like lives discarded in war, love or boredom the closet fills
with memories to hunt and like the closet they might never
be seen again and unlike the closet we will not be able to open
a door and sift through the piles.
{{Zvi A. Sesling is a prize winning poet. He edits Muddy River Poetry Review, publishes Muddy River Books and reviews
for Boston Small Press and Poetry Scene. He is author of King of the Jungle (Ibbetson Street Press, 2010), Across Stones
of Bad Dreams (Cervena Barva Press, 2011) and Fire Tongue, forthcoming from Cervena Barva Press.}}

Dogwood Tree
by S. Babin
Crisscrossed dogwood
leaves in a trunk, packed tight
like perishable cargo
packed in a triangle trade ship.
The poor body of the tree, hollowed,
by the cross greens colored
by the young sun, beaming.
Dig up the roots with your spade.
While the sun hangs overhead,
sweat beads cleanse your brow.
Take the trunk it knows the way.
Let the leaves molt into the tree’s
body, transcending time,
becoming the father.
{{S. Babin holds a Bachelor’s Degree in English Literature from the Ohio State University, and a Law Degree from the
University of Pennsylvania. One in each hand. He carries them everywhere. Steven lives with his family and works in
Columbus, Ohio. His work will be featured in Spark: A Creative Anthology, After the Pause, Rust & Nail, Boston Literary
Review, Bop Dead City, and Star 82 Review.}}

Prose and Artwork

An Indo Fled Bandung
by Christopher Peterson
At night she would remember. She remembered her cradle under the Betel palms and the python
the cane cutters found sprawled in the fields with a man-sized lump in its scaled belly, and the
python they played tag with, tapping her calves with its tail before it bit her aunt and her
grandfather hacked off its head with a machete. She remembered the babu, wrapped in a copper
and mud batik sarong, who rocked her and nurtured her more than her mother ever did and who
poisoned the nasi and sambal she ate with chubby white fingers for her whiteness. She remembered
the babu knelt in the grass crying and dying as her mother forced her to eat her poisoned rice in
front of the family in the steaming afternoon sun. She remembered her mother’s memories of
having to stay quiet so Opa wouldn’t be disturbed and of the camps and of nails driven through
leather straps and down bare backs. She remembered cool marble floors and the pribumi waving
fans on the veranda at midday and the heavy Javanese jungle at night when her father carried her on
his shoulders with the poison gas settling chartreuse beneath the sweltering air.
She remembered the Negev and her Sabra sister crying while eating her older sister’s rations. She
remembered the forests outside of Brindisi, living between the tall cypresses and the insects
crawling across the shadowed earth and the fear of worms. She remembered Amsterdam and cones
of patat frites and the women leaning out of their windows to look down the woonerven as they
walked by. She remembered seasickness and the Statue of Liberty and the snow in Rogers Park and
how many times her sister tried to run away and how many times the police brought her back. She
remembered illness and the guilt and the fear and the knife at her mother’s throat that never drew
blood. She remembered scattering her mother’s ashes in a rose garden in Chippewa Falls, thousands
of miles from the tropics, where she would lay buried under frost for much of the year. She
remembered over cups of tea with her sons and cousins, weeping over fading photo albums filled
with ghosts and places she would never see again. She remembered its unfinished totality with each
new morning.
{Christopher Peterson is an author and musician living outside of Chicago, IL. His literary influences include Fitzgerald,
Palahniuk, Kafka, and McCarthy. He earned his MA in literature from Northwestern University and his BA in philosophy
from Roosevelt University.}

Dear Author
by Grace Bridges
Another long, hard day is over, and it’s time to turn in. But my mind turns to you and your words,
and I cannot rest yet. I must take your soul to bed, must ravish your thoughts there among my satin
pillows and half-read novels—yours is the book I must choose, for you make me want to write.
A mere page of your prose and I am bursting with it myself. Whether mine is any good, that remains
to be seen. The echoes of your being force words to flow, rivers of shining text to drown out all the
drudgery of translation, wash away the pharmaceutical sponsoring and the diesel injectors and the
résumés I have had to push through my brain, sentence by sentence.
See, I work with words all the time, one way or another, learning new terms, exploring new areas,
except that some are mind-soaring expansions of the spirit while others, the kind I get paid more for,
tend to be rather dull in nature. But I can’t complain, because the good side of writing is my life, and
the other makes it possible. A balance? No, not at all. This, the real writing, rushes in upon me at the
most inopportune moments, and I am glad to follow its draw at any time even if it impinges on all
the things I should be doing. Good thing I’m my own boss.
I picked up your book, then had no other choice but to write. Found myself inside your personhood
and had to exert my own. I intrude, I invade—but you did invite me to, asked me to come inside your
bones which you bared for all the world. My answer must be in the same ferociously personal vein.
Surely this is my ultimate reason for reading and writing—to discover new kin whose human
experience is enough like my own that the interchange can change me forever.
With your words you hold out a fragile flower of friendship on upturned palm. I reach out, touch a
quivering petal. I must be careful with this treasure—for such it is, and well I know it.
Bump. Did you feel that? It was my virtual self bumping up against yours. Bump. Ooh, a little closer
that time. Are you okay with where this is going? Far be it from me to scare anyone away; I know I’ve
done that sometimes, desperately.
Bump. That thing you wrote there. Bump. I heard what you said. You dropped the veil for a moment
and I saw your naked soul. I weep for you. Your words, they stir something within me. Scratch the
surface of what might be. Those things you describe, I have lived them too, except not.
Flashes of recognition from someone else’s life. You. Me. Human. Alive. Writing. Those should all be
synonyms. We write, therefore we are. We write, we read, therefore we touch. Bump. Without
hands or shoulders or any physical part, we collide, slump to the floor, and eye each other. I know
you, I say. Will you know me?
Pen to paper. Fingers to keyboard. Click send. Bump. I’ve arrived. Did you feel it? Did you feel
anything at all? Do I have to come over there and beat you around the head with my force of being?
No. That’s just raggin’. I know you felt it. You couldn’t not. The real question is, will we let these
encounters continue to shape us? I hope we all say yes.

Crash. Whoops, did we take that too fast? Nose to nose, forehead to forehead, locked in a stare, a
hongi, a sharing of breath and spirit as the Maori say. Can’t go back now. We’ve breathed each other
in.
If the impact is much harder, our brains will merge, Siamese twins joined at the head, one kindred
soul, two different-coloured pairs of eyes. And the only way to get comfortable will be to lie on a
grassy hill and peer at the shapes in the clouds. We’ll happily ignore the surgeons suggesting they cut
us apart.
We’re not there yet. But the momentum is building; we’ll soon have the speed to do it. How far do I
go with this relentless shredding of the walls around my inner self?
I wield the demolition ball and crow with delight.
{Grace Bridges is a dreamer whose muse blows best when it’s fresh from the sea. A graduate of the University of
Auckland, she translates German for a living and writes from her hilltop in New Zealand. Her work appears in various
international anthologies, and she is currently working on two contracted novels. 2014 is the year her hair started going
silver. www.gracebridges.kiwi}

Holding Up the Holidays
by Amelia Williams
Christmas is coming. Actually, Christmas is here. It’s here and my sister Jessie is a vegan.
Daddy stopped drinking, which is all I really asked for; I haven’t smelled it on him in weeks. He quit
on Thanksgiving, same day Jessie swore off animals. Probably had to do with the live turkey Daddy
brought home, which he lit on fire. He’s quit before, a few quiet weekends, but he’s determined this
time: nothing tying him to the bottle. He gets his one-month button the twenty-sixth of December. He
says it’ll look great pinned to his shirt but I don’t think he knows what it looks like. I’m still really proud
of him.
He talks about Mommy a lot now, whenever it’s too quiet in the house.
“If she saw me now, well. She’d just bend over backwards and die, I tell ya. But she flew the
coop, didn’t stick through the Hells to get to Heaven. She’ll never know.”
I try drawing her sometimes when I look in the mirror too long. Daddy’s found the sketchpad I
keep under my mattress.
“I tell you Muriel, time and time again, to cut this crap out. Stop worrying about her. She can
feel the worry; it fuels her. Forget her face. You don’t look like her anyways.”
He tried to burn it last time but got too drunk. That’s where the turkey comes in. Since then
I’ve hidden it better.
I take it upon myself to make dinner this year. I set the kitchen table with our good Costco
table cloth and the matching plates, but we only have two glasses so I have to give Daddy the
Number One Dad mug. I close the shades for the drive-byers and occasional nudist; the holidays
inspire people in a lot of different ways. I broil the tofurkey and make sure the orange juice hasn’t
spoiled. It’s good for two more days, thank goodness. I ring the cow bell we keep by the stove in case
of emergencies, because some days my family doesn’t listen to much else, except clanging. Daddy
comes out of his room tripping with just his pants on. Jessie comes out of her room looking sick.
Daddy goes to the fridge and pulls out a fifth of vodka. He doesn’t drink it; he just stands the
bottle next to his plate and stares at it through dinner most nights. He says the temptation makes him
strong. When he gets to his seat he takes his fork instead of my hand. Jessie clears her throat but
Daddy doesn’t seem to notice.
“Daddy, a little grace please.” He takes our hands with a sigh and a soft burp.
“We’ve had a good run, this year. Here’s to one more.” Daddy’s not one to dally with food on
the table. Jessie is, though.
“I just want a word of thanks for all the animals that suffer and die for our bourgeois lifestyle
with nothing to show for it and that others like me respect you and choose not to partake in what is
practically cannibalism. And my sister, I’m grateful for my sister.”
Jessie hangs her head for a moment and then looks up at me.
“Mur, it’s your turn.”
“Um, thank you for our house and clean sheets and no cavities or broken bones. Thank you
for Jessie helping with my homework and Daddy smiling more and that Mommy is in a safe Daddy
squeezes my hand hard before dropping it to the table. My fork falls to the ground but he doesn’t let
me pick it up.
“Muriel, we’ve talked about this. Your mother isn’t relevant in this house, shouldn’t even be in
your head.”
“Daddy, it’s Christmas. It’s about love.”
“It’s Shitmas is what it is. Almost a year without your mother has done you good you don’t
knoooow yet. Her running off like that, left us flat nothing, and nothing’s all she’ll ever be.”
“But Daddy she’s-”
“No sweet pea, Marilyn was a great jumble things. Mother ain’t one. Do you know what she
said when you were born? Rich, fucking rich. She said ‘what the hell is it?’ To you! To her own kiddy!
A woman yes, but never a mother. And now she’s not even that. Evil mind poisons the face. And you
know what? I will drink to that.”
Daddy picks up the bottle and twists the cap off with his teeth. He pours it into the mug
sloppily and it spills onto his green beans.
“Daddy! You promised!”
“I’ve been good. It’s been a month. It’s a little test I do for myself.”

“Daddy no!”
“Dad!”
He looks at the mug for a moment before swallowing.
“Listen, Muriel, last thing you want is your mother. Played this family like a deck of cards, and
she wasn’t foolin’ anyone. You’ve got me upset thinking about it.”
Jessie reaches out and grabs the mug from Daddy and throws it on the ground.
“Shut up Dad! Can you keep your lip off the bottle for two seconds? Muri wants her mother,
fuck I want my mother too, not some halfass boozer who signs permission slips and collects
unemployment.”
“Oh, you’re the saint, I see! Jessica Lilian you are just like her. Never appreciatin’ me, always
gettin on my case over and over and over. Boozer? You come home from your little soaped up,
prepster shit friends every night smelling like cognac and older boys. Don’t you put your thumb on
me!”
“Well, then if I’m like Mom then I can leave. And that’s half your check gone, and Mur’s too
young for insurance.”
Jessie stands up and Daddy grabs her by the arm. She spits on his foot but he doesn’t let go.”
“Woah, Jessica, I was kidding! Here, have a little taste on me, untwist your panties. If you’re
so upset.” He holds the bottle out to Jessie like the boys in movies do with flowers. But Jessie isn’t
the sentimental type.
“Keep it, I’m off it. I can do that.”
“Aw that’s noble. But I don’t think neither of us wanna remember tomorrow.”
Daddy takes a swig and Jessie ran her hands through her hair.
“I’m pregnant.”
He sits up and blinks, running his hands through his hair. He’s staring at Jessie like he’s
hated her for years. Jessie is shaking but she doesn’t look scared.
“A baby?”
“My baby.”
“Keeping it?”
“Love it already.”
He’s real quiet. Even pushing out our ratty table chairs that always screech is muffled. He
stands, retreating to his room. I look at Jessie and her forehead’s slick and her ears crimson, and she
can’t decide if she should smile.
After a second the wailing of broken bottles starts. Glass on wood, glass on plaster, glass on
skull. Daddy’s good at being hysterical. He’s yelling. He’s yelling like he hasn’t done since my
birthday, in the summer. He probably drank before dinner, and I didn’t notice. Jessie says I take the
benefit of the doubt too much. He’s yelling about me, and Jessie and Mommy and his sad, sad,
terrible life. I guess I don’t see what’s so bad. My orange juice jumps, like everything new in our flat
unaccustomed to nights like these. Jessie calls her friend as she leaves the house.
Daddy’s room didn’t have much else than a bed and a cabinet for his clothes, but it’s all gone.
The bedding is torn off and the mattress stabbed, glass and feathers carpet the floor. The cabinet is
on its side, gutted, and its contents laid out like petals and guts. The tinsel I taped around his window
glints like tears. Daddy’s lying in the middle of it all, looking like a baby. He’s wet with sweat, vomit
and cheap spirits. I go back into the kitchen for a towel and was wiping his face. He looks up at me
for a second.
“Merry Christmas.”
“Daddy. It’s nine thirty.”
“Then for Christ’s sake close the blinds, Santa’s not coming this year. You know where the
mop is.”
I stand and walk into the bathroom, pull the mop out from under the tub. It’s still got feathers
and shards from Thanksgiving.
{Amelia Williams is a writer living in Vancouver. She likes rap music and pita wraps.}

Jacob Ellis, Windows Autumnal and Astral
by Brian Michael Barbeito
Stricken. Falling. Stricken and falling. Afflicted though he would not call it that for lack of words. It
was at the top of an extended park that met at its bottom a meandering ravine. In the spring, it was
the spring, and the crescive and blossoming things announced themselves. In the summer, well,
there was the hotness and the humidity, the good and well things of the world- play sets and
cumulus like bric a brac artifacts set against the sky. Winter, a malady, but not without some fun and
jest.

But then, when he was stricken and fell to the ground suddenly, it was autumn. Autumn where the
wind curled leaves upon comfortable safe earthen abodes modern. Suburbia they called it. And
though it was calm and uneventful, maybe a quiet and kind and certain energy, a curt and succinct
grace of some sort followed through there and found him. ‘The gifts of the spirit,’ people had called
it. But that in a minute.

First, the accident, if an accident such could be called, because he was not hit or derailed, punched,
thrown, strewn out by a bully, malcontent, wild bicycle or other. He was just with knees that felt an
intense heat, a fire where there was no fire. Quick vision of the sky. Was there a constellation in the
day he caught sight of? Impossible. The moon? Maybe it had been a day moon. Whatever the case, a
strange fire swelled his knees in seconds, he lost feelings in his legs, and then Jacob Ellis fell to the
ground and stayed there.

What is wrong? What is this? It had happened again, and worse than before. Jacob was taken to a
hospital and the doctors could not discern what was the matter. They settled on the idea that an
odd virus, hitherto unknown, had attacked his system and settled in his legs. He was taken back
home, where the virus, mysterious in its origins, in itself, yet also at root austere in its path and
manner, would take him from this world. He waited. Some tears, but not tears of sadness or
resignation then. Rather water from the eye for pain, for physical pain.

At night, sweats, trouble and the lurid shapes of the room. People came to speak to him, but he
could not hear their voices. A spectre once, in that night, passed by his side, but said nothing. Visions
of white. It came and left. Other things spoke to him. In actuality they sang more than spoke. Choirs
of things. But he could not hear the specifics and knew only bits and parts of their songs. Always it
had been like that but then, close to his finality, the songs became more pronounced.

The boy slipped in and out of a troubled slumber. Outside, branches tall and confident, branches that
had escaped the arborist and the earth both, branches forceful and with messages of the astral or
after world called by scratching panes, sidings, glass, and somehow the mind itself. The hours crept
and crept and when they got to the middle-night, they stationed themselves.

Everything as if falling into a vortex or abyss.

Jacob surveyed one last time the surroundings. Bookcases. Posters. Army figures. A soft night light
illuminating clean well wrought hardwood floors. Beyond, plush carpets and other nightlights.
Looking back and back and back at the windows beyond his feet. The noises had stopped. He was
resigned to the fates, to his fate, to, in some keenly and most bizarre yet true way, all fates. Nothing
was craven. Instead, it was a powerful if solitary and quiet valor that he had found. Then, a peace
and let-go appeared amidst the body-mind. In the next instant, existence took Jacob and as a second
body he leaped upward into a fierce but benign white energy. Married it. Became it. Owned it.
Married, became, and owned the transition from one world to the next.
{Brian Michael Barbeito is a Canadian writer. He is a two time Pushcart nominee with work that appeared in various print
and electronic publications. He is the author of the book Chalk Lines, [FOWLPOX PRESS, cover art by Virgil Kay (2013)].}

Only Nada Lives on the Other Side of Mountains
by Muhammad Nasrullah Khan
The cool spring winds sang over the mountains and swept down through wild flowers. The beauty of
the bright spring sun inspired a touch of bittersweet feelings for Mona. She moved to and fro and
packed her few belongings into wooden boxes. Stretching on her toes to reach the top shelf of her
simple yet delicate teak bookcase, Mona’s hand brushed light across the spine of a tattered, but
cherished, book.
Looking over her shoulders, Mona brushed the dust from her hand and reached for the faded and
stained book.
“I haven’t seen Grandpa’s book since I was a child,” She cradled the time-worn tome in both hands
and sank down to sit on a brocaded footstool.
Tears glazed her eyes as she opened the thin book, caressing a small scrap of parchment that rested
just inside the front cover. She ran her fingers over the tender words written in shaky script so long
ago. As his gift to her, he’d drawn a flower under his signature.
“My dearest Mona, the love and wisdom in these pages will guide you to keep you on your path. Let
these simple words soothe you in times of sadness and empower you to find the happiness that lies
within your heart.”
Where had the time gone? It seemed as though only yesterday her dear grandfather had spun the
tales and shared the laughter bringing color and life to her world.
Clutching the book to her bosom, she rose and walked to the door, drinking in the cool, fresh scent
of the valley. Grandfather’s book felt warm with a life of its own beneath her palms. This sweet
work of art, crafted with love, may not have brought him the much deserved fame that he enjoyed in
later years, but to Mona, it was a priceless expression of who he was. She sighed, remembering.
Her grandfather had left the village years ago, despite Mona’s pleadings. He came back frequently
for joy-filled visits, but his restless spirit compelled him to return to his secret den in the city, where
he crafted words into magical tapestries, which captivated readers from all over the world.
A lone tear slid down her cheek. In the last letter that she received, he’d said he was desperately
tired. Her heart was heavy as she wondered if she would ever again bask in the warm glow of his
presence, and be soothed by the balm of his wise words.
Mona had spent many happy days with her beloved grandfather, but one day in particular stood out
from among the rest. He had arrived in the valley for a visit on a beautiful summer morning, and
found Mona writing stories at her desk. She glanced up with delight as he peered over her shoulder
to see her work.
Jumping up to greet him, she exclaimed, "Grandpa, I missed you! Do you have any new stories for
me?” His soft answer surprised her.
“I’m weary of stories now, dear Mona.” He stood up. “Let’s take a walk.”

“I’m puzzled, Grandpa,” Mona frowned. “You write such masterpieces, for which you receive praise
from so many, and this is the special place where you come for inspiration. If you’re not here to
write your beautiful stories, what compels your visit?” she asked, walking in step with him.
Taking a deep breath he smiled and patted her shoulder. “Dear one, you cannot know the pleasure
of coming back home until you’ve first felt the pain of leaving. I’ve felt this pain and pleasure many
times. The writer is a most miserable creature. He creates stories with the ashes of his soul before he
is finally condemned to eternal silence.” Grandfather paused, letting her absorb his words, and then
asked, “Do you know where Shakespeare spent his last days?”
Somewhat befuddled, Mona nodded, “I read that he spent his last days in the village where he was
born and raised. Knowing the end was near; he signed his will, and died shortly thereafter.”
“Yes, but do you know how he spent his last year?” he persisted.
Thoroughly lost at this point, she shook her head.
“He spent his time among common people, not as a celebrity, but simply as a man who came back
home after many years. He enjoyed the humble pleasure of conversations with the village folk.
Weary of creating characters and performing them on the stage, he longed to enjoy the precious
time he had left experiencing the warm reality of real people who had real stories to tell. This creator
of profound prose was free to be himself only during childhood and his last year in the village, the
rest of his life was devoted to working for the entertainment of others. Must the ultimate
achievement of a writer culminate in abject loneliness and isolation from the rest of the world? The
writer is neither god, nor fully man, but a miserable creature caught somewhere between, shackled
within his solitude.”
They walked silently together for a time, enjoying each other’s company as Mona pondered the
meaning of her grandfather’s words. It was nearly noon by the time they returned to the lush green
yard surrounding the farmhouse. The sky was thick with billowing grey clouds which threatened rain.
In the valley, near the babbling stream that ran through its floor, a mare whinnied, so loud and
vibrant that the earth seemed to tremble underfoot.
“Your cousin, smiling boy, should arrive today from his village,” said Grandpa. “I hope his journey is
safe on this cruel rainy day.” He looked at Mona’s flushed cheeks and smiled. “But then, our smiling
boy is a poet who loves romantic summer rains.”
“He’s never written a poem, Grandpa,” she replied
“Ahh…but there are two types of poets and writers. There are those like me and like you, who suffer
for our writing and strongly desire to touch the hearts of our readers. But then there are also the
poets and writers who write only for themselves. They are pure and strong, writing for the sheer joy
of it, never allowing themselves to be poisoned by editors and readers. My smiling boy is the second
type, a wonderful poet by nature. Since his childhood, he has written poems and songs for himself.
He wanted to win your heart when you were younger, but respected your dreams. His heart broke
for you when you married another and divorced within a year.”
Mona’s failed marriage was a sore topic. “I know, Grandpa, it wasn’t a wise choice. I never thought

that the brilliant writer whom I married would choose his art and his audience over me,” she shook
her head sadly, remembering.
“My dear Mona, you are still young and have much to learn. His writings heightened your joy for a
while and he so fascinated you that you imagined there was a god behind those writings. But he was
only a man, and a flawed soul at that.”
“I didn’t understand the complexity of writers,” she admitted. “Some are such miserable creatures,
writing and then waiting for the approval of editors and readers. They live in misery their whole lives,
feeling like gods if they become famous, finding their worth in the adulation of others. What is the
end result...? Loneliness and death.”
Grandpa smiled. “But, my dear child, you have survived, and a life full of beauty, love and promise
awaits you. The stories you write spread good cheer to those who are fortunate enough to read
them. Move on from the past, there’s nothing to pity here! Do you remember those cloudy summers
from childhood, when you used to sing in the rain?”
Mona nodded. Summers lasted forever back then. “I used to chase lightening bugs through the
woods. I’d catch them and put them inside a jar. I dreamed of the stars with the jar by my bed, but
each morning my pretty lightening bugs were dead.”
“Our desires are much like that, dear one,” Grandpa replied. Pausing on the pathway, he leaned
against a rock, shook his head and sighed. “We chase our desires our entire lives. To achieve them,
we put ourselves in difficult and often painful circumstances. If we achieve these desires too soon
they die and lose their beauty. Often it is not until we become old and feeble, that we realize the
happiness and beauty we so desperately sought was there all the while. Someone caring and loving
was one call away, with open hands and pure heart. It seems that for a time, you forgot that it was
your cousin, my smiling boy, who used to catch those lightening bugs for you.
Grandpa longed to remind Mona of the smiling boy’s love for her, a love that she took for granted,
but her failed marriage left her heart scarred and afraid to love. “I must guard my heart against
passion, I’ve already paid the price for following it the first time,” she thought.
Uncomfortable with the truth in his words, Mona tried to change the subject. “Grandpa, see how
pleasant the weather is today, let’s enjoy it.”
Chuckling, her wise grandfather would not be dissuaded. “Let’s go together, Mona, hold my hand
and take me down to welcome my smiling boy, my poet grandson. I’ve never read his poems but I
always feel his poetry; his poetry touches my heart.”
The clouds were beginning to clear and a lovely rainbow stretched across the brightening sky when
Grandpa shouted with happiness. “Look there, Mona, right under the rainbow, my smiling boy, on
his white mare!”
She saw him waving his hand and started to wave back, but stopped. Grandpa caught her hand and
waved it for her, laughing out loud. Rays of sunshine came through the clouds, beaming upon
Grandfather’s smiling boy, the sweet poet. On his mare ascending the mountain, he reminded Mona
of the Greek god Zephyr, god of the West Wind and messenger of spring, coming to carry her from
the mountain top to a meadow of blue skies and white clouds. Dismounting, he hurried toward the
grinning pair, and pulled Grandpa into his embrace.

“Oh my boy,” Grandpa said. With tears in his eyes he hugged the smiling boy.
“Good day, Ali,” Mona smiled shyly, calling him by his real name. It had been such a long time since
she had gazed upon his strong, handsome face.
“My dear cousin, how are you?” he inquired, eyes alight.
“I’m fine, thank you,” was all Mona could think to say in the face of his tender regard.
Time hadn’t changed Ali, his heart shone in his eyes.
“It is always nice seeing you two together,” Grandpa said, grinning broadly. It seemed as though the
brooding thoughts with which he had been wrestling were suddenly suffused with the light of an
inner peace.
“Come, both of you,” Grandpa decreed. “Let’s have lunch and some tea.”
The stroll back to the farmhouse was joyful, Ali and Mona basking in the light of Grandfather’s
happiness.
After the three of them chattered through their meal and tea and rested a while, Grandpa suggested
another walk to appreciate the setting sun in the backdrop of clouds nestling against the
mountaintop. Mona took in the beauty of the valley as the grazing animals moved toward home. She
felt a kinship with them, knowing the soothing peace that comes only from relaxing at home at the
end of the day. As the happy notes of the shepherd’s flute faded into the distance, her soul was
content.
Grandpa stopped walking after a time, considering the beauty of the setting sun. “Let me tell you a
story.” He motioned for them to sit on an outcropping of rocks. “The two of you will be the first to
hear this and, most likely, the last.”
He sat across from the curious pair, settling himself carefully. He released a long breath and said: “It
is here I met my Nada,” he said. “She was picking flowers from this valley. Her face shone with
greater beauty than the blossoms she held.” Grandpa paused to regard a graceful bird flying alone in
the light of the dying sun. Mona noted the similarities between the two – the free-spirited bird and
her brilliant grandfather.
“'Hello!' I said to that lovely girl. She looked at me with annoyance, as though I had disturbed her.
'Yes?' she inquired, undoubtedly wondering why I, a strange youth, was speaking to her. Words
escaped me in the face of her radiant beauty, so I awkwardly blurted out the first words that came to
me –'thank you for being so beautiful!' She smiled and the whole universe smiled with her.”
Grandpa gazed at the sky, lost in memories. The sun sank into its rest, deep within the universe,
drawing Grandfather further into his contemplative state.
“True love is known throughout history to have a certain element of mystery, and the story of lost
love touches the heart of every hearer.” Grandpa remarked, pondering. After a moment he shook
himself, returning to his storytelling.

“So I was telling you about my beautiful girl, my Nada.” He said with a faraway smile.
“I believe I fell instantly in love with Nada, but I had other dreams as well and I left this beautiful
village in pursuit of them.”
“Grandpa, you believe you were in love? Were you not sure?” Mona asked.
When we met, I thought I was in love, but I was not. I was transfixed by her beauty, I was captivated
by her smile, and I couldn’t see her love because I was blinded by ambition. Now, with age and
wisdom, after growing to know her, I can truthfully confess that I will always be in love with her.”
Grandpa replied. Years had graced his lost love.
“What happened Grandfather?” Ali asked, leaning forward, fascinated.
“I left this village and went to the city. I still remember that cloudy evening when I said goodbye. I
remember the unshed tears welling in her eyes. Memories of my sweet Nada faded as the dazzling
lights of city consumed me. Fame came quite soon, which was a curse. I became popular as a writer
and the stars in my eyes caused me to lose sight of her. I didn’t return for many years and when I
did, I was weary of fame, and longed to see my Nada again.”
‘Did you find her?” Mona asked, breathlessly.
“Yes, yes I found her.” Grandpa replied, casting his eyes downward.
“Where is she now?” Ali asked.
Gazing toward the horizon, Grandfather replied, “On the other side of mountain.”
Mona and Ali followed his line of sight.
“Grandpa we’d like to meet your Nada,” they exclaimed in unison.
Grandfather considered them and nodded, “Yes, let’s walk together.”
The brightness of a full moon lit their path, casting deep shadows behind them as they crested the
summit and started down the other side. Grandfather held up his hand to indicate that they had
arrived, the light of the moon softening the gentle planes of his face. Ali and Mona exchanged an
uncertain look when they realized they were standing at the edge of a graveyard. Moving to a grave
beneath the limbs of a beautiful willow, whose leaves were silvered with moonlight, Grandpa
paused.
“Nada is here. She loved me when I was unknown. She wept for me when the world laughed at me.
In my haste for fame and glory, I left her alone and never looked back. My beautiful village girl was
forgotten.” Tears welled in his eyes and slid down his wrinkled cheeks.
Ali and Mona moved to either side of their wizened grandfather, warming him with their presence,
standing by him as his grief ran its course.
“Grandpa, let’s go to home,” Ali suggested, taking his arm.

Silently they moved toward home. The shadows that seemed benevolent turned into sinister
apparitions, clutching at them with cold, bony fingers. A wolf howled mournfully and, startled,
Mona screamed. She had heard terrible stories of hungry wolves chasing and attacking humans.
Ali held her hand, and as lightening tore the fabric of the night sky she saw the love reflected in his
eyes.
“Be thankful, Mona, your Ali is still alive.” Grandpa said.
Blushing, Mona squeezed Ali’s hand and leaned her head against the muscled warmth of his
protective arm.
Breaking the silence, Mona asked, “Grandpa, do wolves also live on the other side of the mountain?”
They all laughed.
With merriment and love twinkling in his eyes, he replied, “No dear Mona, wolves live on our side,
only Nada lives on the other side of mountain.”
After so many years Mona found that book. She curled up into her most comfortable chair and
settled in to read. Hours later tears streamed down her face as she read the last line in her
cherished book… “The choices that we make will either fulfill us, or cause our hearts to wither with
regret. When faced with the choice between fortune and feelings, the greatest treasure one will
ever chase, is love.”
{Muhammad Nasrullah Khan is from Pakistan currently living in Saudi Arabia, where he is Lecturer in English at Taif
University. His short stories are well recognized internationally for his unique prose style, and really naive innocence of rural
life of Pakistan.His short story Donkey-Man was selected among the Notable Online Short Stories of 2003 in the
StorySouth Million Writers Award. His work has appeared in Newtopia Magazine, Gowanus Books, Offcourse literary
Journal University at Albany, The Raven Chronicles, and many others. He exists on twitter as @nasar_peace, at
nasar_peace@hotmail.com, nasar_peace@yahoo.com, and https://www.facebook.com/nasar.peace}
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This Call May Be Monitored for Quality Assurance
by Adam Matson
Fresh from the attitudinal jump-start of her 10:15 AM smoke break, nicotine coursing
through her veins, her eyeballs pulsing from that tingly little kick, Rebecca Swain sat down at her
desk and saw by the blinking light on her computer screen that a customer call was about to be
patched through to her. She took a deep breath and donned her headset. The headset pinched her
skull, ruined her hair. Her chair was upholstered with cheap fuzz which magnified her own body heat
back into. The cubicle was cramped and stifling. Her monitor was tilted at an angle that made her
scrunch up her shoulders, causing neck pain after about six minutes. The office around her was abuzz
with the false ebullience of customer service chatter.
It was raining outside, and her smoke break had been rushed, offering only physiological,
rather than psychological, relief. What Rebecca needed was like a six-month comprehensive mental
and emotional smoke break. This was her first day back at work after two Mental Health Days off.
She had been ashamed to call in and inform her supervisor, Craig Bortle, that she was taking her two
company-allocated Mental Health Days. She should have lied and called in sick. But Sick Days were
different from Mental Health Days. The company allowed five Sick Days per year, and Rebecca
always saved those for colds and hangovers. Those employees who did take their Mental Health
Days usually made a big fuss over them later at work, regaling coworkers with tales of salon
appointments, beach trips, nights out with friends, or whatever other fleeting, socially acceptable
excused absences the herd would understand. What the company did not allow its employees were
Attempted Suicide Days, which is what Rebecca had actually taken. She had used a fresh re-up of the
Percocet Dr. Gould had given her for her ulcer, washing down most of the bottle with a handle of
watermelon-flavored vodka. She had woken up almost thirty hours later in her bed, vomited several
times, and spent the next day crying in the bathroom, wondering how she would explain her actions
to anyone who cared. Like her family and friends.
The job was killing her. Every day she rejected dozens of perfectly reasonable health care
claims from GreatHealth customers. Her role as an accounts administrator was to gently repeat the
word “No” as many times as it took for the customer to admit defeat and hang up the phone. This
one word had come to epitomize her life. She woke up with No on her lips, and went to bed with no
ringing in her ears.
Another cruel irony: GreatHealth’s health insurance package allowed her a maximum of
twenty-five mental health consultations per year, the cost of which was covered at 75% after a
$1000 deductible. Who had $1000 dollars to throw away on a shrink? And what happened if twentyfive “consultations” failed to cure your chronic depression and overwhelming sense of self-hatred?
Was it suicide at that point? Rebecca had decided to save her $1000, skip the twenty-five sob-athons, and jump right to the end game.
She had failed at suicide too. Her two Mental Health/Auto-Euthanasia Days were up, so she
returned to work.
The phone beeped in her ear and suddenly she heard the familiar empty vacuum of space
where another person seemed to enter her head. “Thank you for calling GreatHealth Health Care,”
Rebecca said in the chipper voice she hated like poison. “May I have your first and last name and
subscriber number, please?”
“My name is Charles Biederman,” said the youngish-sounding man on the phone. He gave her
his subscriber number. She pulled up his customer profile on her computer.
“Thank you for calling us today, Mr. Biederman. My name is Rebecca, your GreatHealth
Wellness Facilitator, how may I assist you?”
“I have a question about my coverage.”

“Certainly, Mr. Biederman! I just want to let you know that this call may be monitored or
recorded for quality assurance.”
“Fine.”
Rebecca glanced at the red phone icon in the top-left corner of her screen to confirm that
this call had indeed been randomly selected by the computer for quality assurance recording. It was
likely, however, that nobody at GreatHealth would ever specifically listen to this call.
“The long and short of it is this,” Biederman said. “My wife and I are trying to have a baby.
We already have a daughter, but we always wanted two, so we want to try again. However, we have
to go through a fertility clinic because we are unable to have children by traditional means. We’ve
tried in vitro fertilization, but our attempts so far have been unsuccessful. We were gearing up to try
again, but then I got a notification from GreatHealth saying that we have… I have the letter here…
that we have ‘fulfilled our maximum number of allowances and are ineligible for further coverage.’”
He stopped abruptly.
“Certainly, sir, I understand,” she said. “Let me just verify your information in our system.”
She checked his profile, reading it over carefully as if she might find some little error or
exception that would enable him to reach the outcome he obviously wanted, but she knew already
that there was nothing she could do. It said so right there on the screen: “Used maximum
allowances.”
“Mr. Biederman, I’m looking over your plan right now, and I see that GreatHealth offers three
family planning events for the lifetime of your coverage, and according to our records, you have
processed three claims.”
“What does that mean, three family planning events?”
“For example, one cycle of in vitro fertilization would constitute one family planning event.
According to our records, you have completed three family planning events.”
“Meaning each of the times my wife and I went through in vitro, that was considered one
‘complete family planning event,’ regardless of whether the process resulted in a pregnancy?”
Rebecca felt the ulcer start to clench its teeth around her abdomen. “That’s correct, sir.”
“So, essentially, three strikes and you’re out.”
Rebecca could not tell if this was a question or a statement. She hated the moments when
the customer realized his or her call to GreatHealth was futile.
“I don’t see how an unsuccessful cycle can be considered a family planning event,” said
Charles Biederman. “We didn’t get pregnant. It was a non-event.”
Rebecca knew what was coming, and worried she was going to lose it. She had been back to
work for less than an hour, and of course she was being hit with a family planning call. These stung
her the most. Three years ago she had had a miscarriage, which had ultimately resulted in the
dissolution of her marriage (obviously there were mitigating factors, and the divorce was complex
and multi-faceted, but the miscarriage had served as the catalyst for she and Lewis growing apart,
for her brief period of heavy drinking, for Lewis’ affair, and every family planning call only served to
remind her how miserable life could be when things did not work out the way you wanted).
“Sir, I’m sorry to hear that-”
“Whose idea was it to limit medical coverage to three family planning events?” Biederman
asked.
They often wanted to know who the policymakers were hiding behind the curtain.
“That’s GreatHealth company policy, Mr. Biederman. Our family planning package covers
three events over the lifetime of the coverage. However, you are always free to attempt more
fertilization procedures. If you have additional coverage with another provider, for example.”
“We don’t. My wife and I share my insurance.”
“It is also possible in certain cases for customers to apply for special financial assistance
through local- or state-sponsored programs, depending on their region of residence.”

“What programs are those?”
“I actually don’t have that information, sir. You would have to check with your personal
physician, or with the fertilization clinic.”
There was a long pause over the phone.
“Let me ask you something,” Biederman said, his voice louder and closer, like it was
burrowing into her head. “Why do you call it ‘family planning’? Starting a family isn’t just like writing
out a grocery list for a trip to the supermarket.”
No kidding. She and Lewis had planned to have three children, before they got derailed.
“I don’t understand why the insurance company has to put a cap on the number of children a
family can have,” he continued. “Is GreatHealth promoting eugenics, or something?”
“No, sir, that’s just our company policy.”
“I know, you said that. Here’s the situation, ma’am. What did you say your name was?
Rebecca?”
“Rebecca, yes.” It stung her when they used her name.
“Rebecca, I’m a cancer survivor. I had testicular cancer when I was twenty-eight. I was
diagnosed the same month I got engaged to my wife. Can you imagine the complications that
diagnosis entailed?”
She could indeed. The ulcer was really digging in now. After the first round of rejection they
inevitably told her “their story.” She was basically obligated to listen.
“I’m being formal with my language because at this point in my life I’ve had a great deal of
practice telling complete strangers about my cancer,” Charles Biederman said. “I lost both of my
testicles. I thank God my fiancée still agreed to marry me. At that time we discussed having children,
and we agreed we wanted to have two. We accepted the fact that we would have to go to a fertility
clinic. See, I banked sperm before I had my operation.”
“I’m glad you were able to do that,” Rebecca said, attempting to keep him happy, hoping to
create the impression that she was on his side.
“Yes. Well, I still have the same job I had when I married my wife. My wife still has her same
job. When we were first married we kept her on her own health insurance, trying to hedge our bets.
We attempted three cycles of in vitro fertilization under her health coverage, and none of those
were successful.”
Biederman let this information hang in the air. Rebecca was about to offer an apology, but he
continued.
“Then we transferred her to my insurance. So, I’ve actually been through this entire phone
call, and this entire process, and this entire cycle of unending, infinitely frustrating bullshit before. I
know all about ‘maximum allowances’ and ‘elected procedures’ and ‘coverage life-cycles’ and any
other inane, flatulent phraseology you can squeeze out your ass.”
He had her cornered there. Rebecca hated the company jargon, hated the dialogue they
made her go through. She had received three weeks of training on everything she could and could
not say to a customer. She had a sixty-eight page binder of phraseology in her desk, and an
electronic pdf version of same on her hard-drive. The words and phrases assaulted her brain, came
to her in sleep, and harassed her in her waking moments. She thought it was ridiculous and insulting
that her own employer did not trust her to communicate openly with customers, as if she might
screw up and cost the company money by, for example, approving a claim.
“So now it appears we have reached a point,” said Charles Biederman. “Where my wife and I
have exhausted our options with regards to our so-called ‘family planning.’ We have used up all of
our fertility events, or whatever you want to call them, from both of our insurance providers. Our
only remaining option, it seems, is for one or both of us to quit our jobs and hope to find a new jobin today’s economy- and hope that that new job provides insurance which includes ‘family planning,’
and hope that three more cycles of in vitro are enough for us to have one more child. God forbid we

might one day decide we want a third child. Do you know what in vitro fertilization entails,
Rebecca?”
“No, Mr. Biederman, I’ve never personally been through in vitro.” This statement was not in
the phraseology handbook.
“It’s a rigorous process of hormone injection and constant doctors’ appointments. It’s
emotionally, physically, and psychologically exhausting, and the majority of the burden falls on the
woman, since she’s the one who has to endure all the needles and the drugs. She’s the one who has
to go through the procedure. I have to sit there and watch my wife stick herself with hormones. As if
I don’t feel ashamed and emasculated enough. And my wife has been through this six times now,
Rebecca. Six times. She’s on anti-depressants from the stress-”
So am I
“-which she has to stop taking when she tries to get pregnant. She feels like her brain is being
ripped from her head with all the drugs she’s taking-”
Try Percocet
“-and those are only the physical and psychological costs. Do you know what the financial
cost of one cycle of in vitro fertilization is, Rebecca? Twenty thousand dollars, if insurance doesn’t
cover it. Six thousand dollars, if it is covered, by your company. Do you have twenty thousand dollars
lying around, Rebecca?”
I have sixty dollars in my bank account, which is why I even came to work this morning
“My wife and I certainly do not. So now since we’ve used up our maximum number of
allowances, I guess we’re stuck. Certainly stuck financially. Which is only one part of the problem.
I’ve used my sperm from my sperm bank six times now, and produced one child. That’s a shitty
batting average. And I do not have an unlimited amount of sperm. I’m running out. Do you know
how humiliating that is for me to admit to people? My real question here, Rebecca, is how can my
insurance company dictate how many children I can have?”
I agree with you
“Does GreatHealth have something against cancer survivors? Do I have to go into detail about
how much worse my life has become since I had cancer? The word ‘survivor’ hardly provides any
comfort, Rebecca. Sometimes I think it would have been easier if I were dead-”
Definitely on the same page now, Charles
“-then my wife could have married someone with working biology and at least she could have
had a shot at happiness.”
Rebecca started crying, silently, covering her mouth so Biederman could not hear.
“Now I know how this process works,” Biederman continued. “I know how GreatHealth
works. I know you are just a person with a job, Rebecca, and that it is not your fault my wife and I
cannot have as many kids as we want to have. I know you personally do not have any control over
your company, or the health coverage my employer chose for me, or the stars in the sky. I’m not
trying to be an asshole.”
I know you’re not an asshole
“Mr. Biederman, I sincerely wish there was something I could do to help you-”
“There may actually be something you can do to help me, Rebecca. See I know that my entire
health care package is really just a file in a computer somewhere. I know it’s all just some electronic
profile which someone at GreatHealth has to update according to my claims and rate adjustments
and so forth. It’s just a matter of entering data. What if you could simply go into my profile, Rebecca,
and click a little box to approve another in vitro cycle? Or delete certain information to make it look
like I’ve only used up two of my family planning events.”
“Sir, under no circumstances would I be able to do anything like that.”
Except that somehow- perhaps he really did know, or perhaps he just got lucky- Charles
Biederman had in fact identified how exactly the whole GreatHealth database worked. Every

customer did have a profile, and every profile did have a separate page for each individual claim, and
at the bottom of each page was a button that said “approve.” Claims could be added or deleted by
accounts administrations, and she technically had the ability to do so.
“Just a click of a mouse,” Biederman said. “Who would ever know? So one family gets an
extra cycle of in vitro fertilization. The world keeps turning and maybe my wife and I get to have one
more child, which I don’t think is too much to ask considering how much the world has taken from
us.”
Rebecca stared at her computer screen, her lip quivering, her headset pinching her scalp.
You’re absolutely right, Mr. Biederman. I could just click a button and give you and your wife
another chance. And honestly, as long as I deleted one of your previous claims from your record,
nobody in the company would probably ever find out about the subterfuge, because technically it’s
nobody’s job specifically to double-check claims against maximum allowances, so long as we loyal
fucking Rejection Specialists do our good little jobs by constantly saying No No NO. And you might
also find it interesting to know, Mr. Biederman, that there are intra-company contests between all
the accounts administrators to see who can tally the most claims rejections over the course of the
year, and the winner of the contest in each department gets a nice bundle of blood money, which is
actually pretty substantial- my supervisor, for example, Craig Bortle, is pushing everyone in our
department super hard so that he can get an even bigger bonus from the regional douchebags above
him, which he plans to spend on a Jet Ski, yee-fucking-haw!, which I know because he constantly tells
me that’s what he wants to buy and when he gets it he says I should totally go out on the lake for a
ride with him. And did you know, Mr. Biederman, Charles, Charlie, that my supervisor spent the first
two years of my employment making overt, leering references to my cleavage, finding me at the
water cooler whenever I left my desk so he could drool over my tits, which is why I wear turtlenecks
to work every day now, even though I HATE things touching my neck because I feel like I’m
suffocating. Wish I could just click a button for you, Mr. Biederman, wish I could click a thousand
uttons, like the one on Mrs. Andrea Wolcott’s profile, who called me last week to complain that her
company just switched health care providers to GreatHealth and that now the follow-up PET scans
for her double mastectomy aren’t covered because she has a pre-existing condition (cancer again!),
and her scans cost about, oh, twelve grand a pop without insurance coverage, and she has to have
them every six months. That’s another button I could have pressed, but didn’t. Or Lucia Franklin, who
I spoke to last month, who survived a burning house falling on her with third-degree burns over
ninety percent of her body, including her entire face and head, who could not receive coverage for the
plastic surgery which would restore her just a modicum of dignity and allow her to, oh, leave her
house and go fucking grocery shopping, or God forbid try to date again, since her boyfriend left her
when the bandages were removed, but she can’t afford the surgery and GreatHealth won’t cover it
because it’s an “elected procedure.” That’s another button I could press. And there are a thousand
more, and I wish I could press every button, and click every little box, and say “fuck GreatHealth,” this
bastion of rejection, so that maybe I could feel good about what I whore myself out for for a living,
and I wouldn’t have an ulcer devouring my abdominal cavity- even as we speak- and I wouldn’t shit
blood, or smoke two packs of cigarettes a day, or swallow a bottle of prescription pain killers to end
my life, which I also failed at, because I don’t have the simple courage or self-respect to quit this job
and look for work which doesn’t make me WANT TO FUCKING DIE
“I’m sorry, Mr. Biederman, I’m afraid there’s nothing I can do.” Silent tears poured down her
face. “Is there anything else I can assist you with today?”
“You can talk to me like a simple human being, Rebecca. You are a human being, aren’t you? I
just told you I have no fucking balls, for God’s sake. Do you know how humiliating that is to admit to
someone? To a complete stranger? And you talk back to me like some automated voice-prompt
system. I already went through the fifteen rounds of voice-prompts just to get you on the phone. I
don’t see why we can’t just fix this little problem, Rebecca. And life will go on.”

I’m going to kill myself tonight
“Mr. Biederman… let me transfer you to my supervisor.”
“Oh, no, please-”
She cut him off and put him on hold. Her hand trembled, her eyes burning with tears. All
around her she heard the beehive of the customer service department, buzzing away. Her stomach
felt like a pumpkin being carved out with one of those little jagged knives.
She took a deep breath, dialed Craig Bortle’s extension. Her supervisor picked up on the
second ring.
“Rebecca,” he said with that mischievous, conspiratorial tone, like they were in on some
secret.
“Craig, can you take line three?” she asked, trying not to sound like she’d been crying.
“It’s a family planning request.”
“Not taking no for an answer, eh?”
“I’ll send you his profile.”
“No problem, kid. I got this.”
He hung up. Talking to Craig Bortle made her instinctively cross her arms over her chest.
The endowment in her blouse was something she had carried with her her entire adult life,
one more thing she could not control that the world seemed determined to make her feel bad
about.
She dropped her headset and left her cubicle. Took the elevator down to the lobby. Pushed
through the glass doors and strode fifty paces through the drizzle to the designated smoking area
located safely away from the oxygen sphere of the building. Fingers trembling, she fumbled her
Camels out of her purse, stuck one in her mouth, lit up and inhaled. Her whole body seemed to hurt.
Across the parking lot she could see her car. She wanted to walk over to it, get in, drive away, maybe
floor the accelerator and drive herself into the highway abutment. Right now she knew Craig Bortle
was sending Charles Biederman back into his misery with a little serpentine company jargon.
Rebecca tried to picture Charles Biederman in her head. She saw a tallish man, thin, with brown hair,
neatly combed, smart glasses. A gentle but tired smile. She imagined him undressing for bed in front
of his wife, self-consciously pulling pajamas over his boxer shorts. She wondered if they ever had sex,
if they even could. If they talked about it at all. She and Lewis had stopped talking about it. Why had
they stopped talking about it? Why had they let one miscarriage defeat them?
Rebecca watched another group of smokers shuffling in the cold, cackling at the same old
jokes and stories they told each other every thirty or forty minutes all day every day. These men and
women were twice her age, their faces lined like old leather shoes, clouds of smoke wafting from
their heads. One of them hawked and spat a grey tobacco globule onto the wet pavement, and
Rebecca wanted to throw up. That would be her, she realized, one day, thirty years on.
Tonight I will finish the Percocet, finish the job
She returned to her desk, stared at her monitor. Charles Biederman’s profile was still open on
her screen.
Suddenly Craig Bortle appeared at her cubicle, sending a shockwave of adrenaline through
her veins.
“Rebecca,” said the cleavage peeper. “I got him for ya.”
He made a pistol with his fingers and fired an imaginary shot. “Gave him the elected
procedure spiel. Dude was pretty adamant. Said what did we have against cancer survivors? Nothing,
guy, it’s not personal, for Christ’s sake. Plus, it’s like, so what if you can’t have another kid? The
planet has too many goddamn people as it is.”
I’m going to be sick

“I went ahead and entered the rejection under your name,” he said. “That’s another one for
our team. We need all we can get, Bill Pooley’s team is creeping up. His target call durations are a
hundred and fifty seconds. Good luck, Pooley. Check this out, Rebecca.”
He leaned across her, thrusting his body into her space, clicking away Charles Biederman’s
profile to open up Google images on her computer. He typed in “Yamaha FX Cruiser,” and a hundred
pictures of the Jet Ski appeared on Rebecca’s screen.
“That’s it,” he said, turning to her, his face inches from hers. “What do you think? That’s
some serious throttle.”
I don’t give a screaming shit
“I hope you get it, Craig.”
“Oh, I’m getting it. I’ll totally take you for a ride too. Break out that bikini, kid.”
I will douse you with gasoline and set you on fire
Craig Bortle winked at her and sauntered away from her desk.
Rebecca stared at her computer screen. Stared at the fucking Jet Skis. Some man-child’s little
toy purchased from the fruits of a nation’s misery.
She banished Google images, opened up her customer profile database and started typing.
Clicking buttons and checking boxes. Approving all kinds of previously rejected claims. Charles
Biederman’s in vitro cycle, Andrea Walcott’s PET scans, Lucia Franklin’s plastic surgery. Hundreds of
others. With each little click of the mouse she felt the pain in her stomach transform into the giddy,
butterfly flutter of a first kiss.
I will not kill myself tonight
For each “approve” she clicked the company would generate an automated letter to the
customer informing them that GreatHealth would cover their medical claim. The letters went out as
routine as clockwork.
Ladies and gentlemen, I quit!
By the time anybody noticed Rebecca’s sabotage, if anyone ever did, months would have
passed, and the treatments and procedures she had approved would likely already have happened.
The company would have to eat its losses. They could not retract or recall a cancer treatment, or a
nose job, or a baby.
If it’s a girl, Charles Biederman, Rebecca might be a good name
As her final act of employment as an accounts administrator at GreatHealth Health Care,
Rebecca typed a short email to her supervisor, Craig Bortle. She pasted a picture of a Jet Ski into the
email and typed: “No, Craig, I will not ‘go for a ride’ with you.”
She cc’d every email address in the GreatHealth corporate directory, starting with Human
Resources, then clicked Send.
{Adam Matson is originally a native of Acton, MA, and now resides in Malibu, CA. He has previously had short stories
published in The Berkeley Fiction Review, The Broadkill Review, Happy Magazine, and The Cynic Online Magazine, with a
forthcoming publication in The Indiana Voice Journal. He has also published a collection of short stories called Sometimes
Things Go Horribly Wrong (Outskirts Press).}

The Summer I Was Saved by Joey Banachek
by William Haynes
I first met Joey Banachek when he was twelve years old and I was twenty. You’re probably thinking
that with our age difference we wouldn’t have much in common, but we spent two successive summers
together in the mid-1960s. I was a speech therapy student at a small Midwestern university and we were
assigned to do clinical practicum at a nearby camp for children with disabilities. I went to Camp Spirit for the
summers of 1965 and 1966 to learn how to work with children who had speech and language impairments.
Camp Spirit catered to children from preschool age through adolescence and provided services in
occupational therapy, respiratory therapy, physical therapy and speech pathology. The campers lived in
cabins segregated by age group and were provided with a full range of activities such as supervised boating,
swimming and hiking through the northern woods. Of course, the camp provided therapy for whatever a
camper needed. Some just came for the physical therapy. Others took advantage of physical, occupational
and speech therapies. Each camper was fed three meals a day plus snacks in the afternoon and bedtime in a
large clubhouse where they all ate together. When you combined the “fun” activities with meals and therapy,
campers had complicated schedules that filled every hour of the day. We had campers with cerebral palsy,
clefts of the palate, spina bifida, cognitive impairment, head injury, stuttering, language delay and many other
obscure physical difficulties. Most of the children were able to walk on their own, but others used forearm
crutches and braces. Some of the more severely involved navigated in wheelchairs they either propelled
themselves or were wheeled by an aide. The speech therapy assignments lasted eight weeks, with some of
the clinicians living at the camp and others commuting each day from the university about thirty miles away.
The camp was located next to a large lake a mile from Big Horn, a town of 300 people. The town boasted a
restaurant, gas station, a church, two general stores and three bars.
My initial encounter with Joey Banachek came in June of 1965 when I had the job of greeting new
campers for the season. Parents were dropping their kids off for the summer and I saw this youngster with
brown hair, a Superman T-shirt and a contagious smile exiting the rear door of a Ford station wagon. He
grabbed his forearm crutches and pushed himself to a standing position next to the car. I walked up, shook
hands with the parents and said, “Hi, my name’s Bill. .”
“We’re the Banacheks, Mike and Mary and this is Joey.”
I extended my hand to Joey, whose hands were already occupied with the forearm crutches. Realizing my
mistake I knelt down. “I was hoping we would have Superman at camp this summer.”
“Fuck you, athhole!” said Joey as he began hobbling toward the clubhouse leaving his luggage for his
parents to handle. He knew where everything was since he had been here four summers in a row.
The parents rolled their eyes and turned up their palms as if they had a long history of not being able to do
anything about Joey’s mouth. “He doesn’t mean it. He’s just very hostile about his situation…you know, the
braces, crutches, the probability it will just get worse. The older he gets, the more difficult he is to live with.
He’s not exactly what you guys would call a happy camper.”
“That’s OK. It’ll take some time to get to know each other, but by the end of the summer we’ll be good
friends.” Little did I know that it would take most of the summer to accomplish even that small goal.
The parents went on to say they would be back in eight weeks after they took a trip touring all the national
parks out west. I wondered if they would be tempted to never return at all. I also hoped that I would not be
the therapist assigned to Joey. We were off to a poor start.
That evening the therapy assignments were posted in the staff room on the bulletin board. All the PTs,
OTs and STs were finally given the clients they would work with for the summer. I shuddered when I saw Joey
Banachek listed on my speech therapy caseload, three days a week for 30 minutes. I wondered what I was
supposed to be working on with Joey other than his juicy lisp where he substituted a TH sound for an S (as in
athhole). Before meeting with our supervisors, we would have access to the case folders to review what had
been done before with our clients and then we were to prepare objectives for the summer.
The next day I went to a Quonset hut in which the case files were kept. I had twelve clients that summer
for individual and group therapy. It was clear as I took my stack of clinical files to a metal table by the window
that one of them dwarfed all the rest. Yes, Joey Banacheck was a victim of the fat folder syndrome, a
combination of having been to Camp Spirit for five straight years and having a significant medical disorder
called Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy (DMD). He was down for every kind of therapy we had to offer and

had a schedule more complicated than almost anyone else at Camp Spirit. My problem was that I was off on
the wrong foot with Joey and knew absolutely nothing about Duchenne’s. As a commuter, I could go to the
university library that night and find out everything I could about the condition before meeting with my
supervisor the next day.
Cruising the stacks of medical texts and special education books about exceptionalities I found too much
information about different types of muscular dystrophy. But, all the references seemed to agree on a
number of facts. DMD affects males more than females and can run in families. It is a degenerative disease
that weakens muscles gradually from year to year, first impairing sitting and walking and finally, because the
heart and breathing run by muscle activity, the patient ultimately dies of pneumonia or respiratory and heart
failure. The most current 1964 reference stated the average life expectancy was 14.4 years. That meant Joey
only had only 2 years to go, unless he was not “average”. He must wonder, “What’s the use of coming to
Camp Spirit if it’s a losing battle?” And why was I assigned to work on a fucking lisp that won’t make any
difference at all in his life? The PTs and OTs and respiratory therapists work on more critical goals for Joey like
breathing, mobility and reducing contractures of tendons in the feet, legs and hips. My therapy for a minor
speech defect seemed about as important as an explosion on the moon.
The next day I asked the camp director why Joey was assigned for speech therapy. He said, “The parents
were clear four years ago that as long as he was here, they wanted him to have all the therapy we had to
offer.” I still had a hard time reconciling the idea that working in therapy to eliminate a lisp was worth the
effort and focus required to succeed just so Joey can say correct S sounds before he died. Also, if the speech
sample I heard in the parking lot was the result of four years of speech therapy, something was not working.
But there was nothing I could do. The parents and the camp director had spoken.
My supervisor, the dreaded Ms. Dora Mae Hill, was a dried up old hag who had worked for thirty years in
the public schools of Wisconsin. She was flat-chested and always wore striped t-shirts with matching solidcolor unbuttoned vests. Ms. Hill’s gray hair was pulled back in a bun and her teeth matched her hair color
almost exactly because she was a heavy smoker of unfiltered Lucky Strikes. The rumor among the students
was that she was behind the times in speech pathology and did not keep up with the current research. As
students shared their experiences with one another it became clear that almost without variation, she
recommended the same goals and activities for all of her clients. It was like the old adage that if you give
someone a hammer, he’ll find that everything needs a good pounding. The activities were always card or
board games used to motivate the clients to do drill work. A client could take a turn in Chutes and Ladders if
he or she named ten flash cards focusing on their goal.
My first task as a supervisee was to talk about each of my assigned cases, the goals I thought were
appropriate to work on during the summer and the activities I would use to accomplish those goals. I saved
Joey for last. “I feel that working on a lisp with a camper that will be dead in two years is a waste of
everyone’s time, most of all Joey’s. He has been coming here for four years and from what I can see his lisp
has not changed one iota.”
Ms. Hill pursed her lips and clicked her tongue as if she was tasting bad food. “Well young man, you are
not here to pass judgment on our goals and methods, merely to carry them out as directed. I have supervised
Joey for four years and not only has he made progress, but he loves coming to therapy. You will do exactly as
I say with this case or I’ll give you an F in practicum.”
Well, that was all there was to it. I was going to work with Joey on his S sound whether either of us liked it
or not. Ms. Hill told me that because of her heavy caseload, she would only be able to supervise me on
Mondays, which left Wednesdays and Fridays as days when I didn’t have to lay eyes on the old bag.
The speech therapy at Camp Spirit was conducted in a medium-sized one story building called The
Speakeasy. It had a central hallway with therapy rooms off to each side, each of which had a window. Unlike
many clinics, there were no one way mirrors for observation so supervisors had to come in and sit in the
corner of the room to observe the therapy. On the first day, Ms. Hill was seated in a chair by the window
while Joey and I sat around a small table. As directed, I had a board game and some flash cards at the ready.
Joey was remarkably friendly and social with lots of “yes maams” after every utterance from Ms. Hill. He even
asked if he could call me Bill and I of course gave my approval. We played a game called “Sorry” that had
been chosen by Ms. Hill and before every turn in the game Joey had to name ten flashcards (big surprise).
The stack had printed words that all started with S (sun, soap, seed, sister, slow, skate, sap, send, sip, soup).
Joey promptly rattled off “thun, thoap, theed, thithter, thlow, thkate, thap, thend, thip and thoup.”

Ms. Hill piped up. “Very good Joey, now can you try them again but use your good S sound. Remember
not to let your tongue come out between your teeth.”
“I thought I could take a turn after ten cardth” said Joey looking quizzically at Ms. Hill.
Trying to be polite and fair Ms. Hill said, “OK take your turn, then try the words again with your good S
sound.”
Joey picked a Sorry card and moved his piece two spaces. Then he grabbed the flash cards and flipped
them over one by one “thun, thoap, theed, thithter, thlow, thkate, thap, thend, thip thoup. There, I even
uthed my good eth thound. Bet you didn’t thee my tongue that time.”
This went on for thirty minutes as Ms. Hill and I took turns flashing the stimulus cards and watching Joey
never come up with even an approximation of the S. After Joey left, Ms. Hill said that he had one of the most
resistant lisps she had ever seen and it would take us a lot of work to fix it.
The next session was on a Wednesday with Ms. Hill absent. Joey came into the room and said, “Where’th
the old bitch?”
Nonplussed, I said “I thought you liked her with all the politeness and stuff last session.”
“Hell no! She’s an old friend of my parentth, I think she even worked with my mom when she had a
problem with the R thound ath a kid. I put up with her tho she won’t tell my parentth. I hate thpeech
therapy. There’th no point to it, at leatht for me. I’m not going to be around anymore thoon enough.”
“I read about Duchenne’s and from what I can tell it sucks and nobody deserves such a terrible disease. I
know I’d be mad as hell if I had it.”
Joey looked at me with surprise. “Nobody tellth me that kind of thtuff, which by the way ith true. They
alwayth talk about positive thingth, getting better, puppieth, unicornth and shit.”
I nodded my head and looked sincerely at Joey. “Look, I don’t think speech therapy is a priority either with
all the other things you have going on, especially if you don’t like working on your speech. So, how about a
deal between you and me. Old lady Hill dosen’t come on Wednesday and Friday and we can just work a little
on your speech, as much as you want, but we can have some fun too. No more Sorry or Chutes and Ladders.
Maybe we can play Monopoly or poker or blackjack on those days. But if she ever comes in unexpectedly, we
gotta pretend we’re working on speech. What do you say?”
“That would be great! I jutht want to have thum fun. I’ve got therapy all day long.”
So, for the rest of the summer, Joey and I did speech therapy on Mondays and had fun the rest of the
week. I made a point of eating dinner with Joey several nights a week and going with him to campfires and
helping out in the swimming pool where he could paddle around in the shallow end. Predictably, he didn’t
make any progress on his lisp, but Ms. Hill congratulated him on how hard he was trying. When his parents
pulled up at the end of camp, Joey and I shook hands and he said, “You gonna be here netht year Bill?”
“Yep. They send us up here for two summers straight. Maybe we’ll get assigned together again. At least I
hope so.”
Joey was looking at me from the back seat of his parents’ car and turned a bit sad. “I hope tho too, but if
thomething happenth and we don’t thee each other, thith thummer’s been a little bit of heaven.”
“For me too man. See you next year.” And then the car pulled away down the dirt road headed toward Big
Horn.
The next summer, Joey began his sixth year at Camp Spirit. However, this year when his parents pulled up
in the parking lot, they unloaded a wheelchair and helped to lift Joey into the seat. The literature on DMD
had said that most children were using wheelchairs by age ten. Joey had beat the odds by lasting until he was
thirteen. As luck would have it, Joey and I were assigned for speech therapy together with Ms. Hill as the
supervisor. The schedule this summer was the same as the previous year. Supervision on Mondays with Joey
and I on our own the rest of the week. We ate meals together, attended events, went swimming in the pool
and started a weekly card game in the evenings for the older kids playing five card stud for poker chips.
It was near the end of that second summer that I had the idea of going fishing during speech therapy. We
were both getting tired of card games and one day I asked Joey if he had ever been fishing.
“Heck no, but I’d really like to try.” I hadn’t ever seen him this excited in speech therapy.
I bought some fishing tackle in the Big Horn general store and smuggled it into a storage closet in the
Speakeasy. Then on Wednesday, I wheeled Joey down the ramp by the front door of the Speakeasy, turned
right and headed for the woods. The path was hard gravel and the wheelchair moved well all the way to the
lake, which was about a quarter of a mile. There was a clearing right at the edge of the lake and I set the
brakes on Joey’s chair and sat on the ground to his left. We put the segments of the poles together, attached

the reels and fed the monofilament line through the guides on our rods. I pinched some lead weights onto
our lines and tied a hook and bobber on each. I had a cardboard box full of worms that looked like one of
those Chinese food containers and I gave a worm to Joey so he could bait his hook. The worm struggled and
Joey dropped it just inside the loose waistband of his shorts. “Jutht my luck. The worm went down my
panth” he said, and then he laughed uproariously as he dug around with his hand beneath the waistband.
“Well, just make sure you got the right worm when you pull it out of your pants” I said as we continued to
get progressively sillier.
We sat on the bank as the wind stirred up ripples on the water. As we were watching the bobbers, Joey’s
was the first to go under. It not only submerged, but the reel began to sing as the line paid out. Whatever
had hit his worm was big and on the run. I helped him slow down the line and begin to reel it in pulling back
on the rod and cranking the reel as the fish came closer and closer into shore. I was waiting with the net
while Joey continued to crank and pull back on the rod. Soon I was greeting a three foot northern pike and
easing it into the net and onto shore. Just as it was landed, my bobber disappeared and my reel began to
hum as the rod was pulled toward the water. I left the pike in the net and grabbed my fishing pole. Ironically,
in the end I had a pike that was the twin brother of Joey’s. I put the fish on stringers and we began our trek
back to the camp. We were just emerging from the path to the clearing behind the Speakeasy when we were
confronted by Ms. Dora Mae Hill, standing in the middle of the path with her arms folded across her chest,
fuming.
“And what do you two think you’re doing? I knew something was wrong when I found a deck of playing
cards and poker chips in the closet next to the therapy room last week. No doubt you’ve been playing around
all summer on the two days of the week I couldn’t watch therapy.” She pointed a crooked finger at me.
“You’re going to get an F in practicum and I’m reporting you to the university with the recommendation that
you be thrown out of this major.”
There was no point in denying that we had been fishing during our therapy time because we had all the
gear and two large fish dangling from the stringer. “I. . . we. . .we thought we would go outside for therapy
today because it was warm inside and Joey was getting bored.”
“He’th right Mth. Hill. We did plenty of work down by the lake. Let me show you how I’m doing.” And
with that Joey did one of the most remarkable things I have ever seen, before or since. He pulled a pack of
flash cards out of a pocket on the side of his wheelchair. He picked out the first one and concentrated on the
word more than I’d ever seen him attend to a single thing since I had known him. “Lissssten to thissss Mssss
Hill. ssssun, ssssoap, sssseed, ssssithter, no. . .ssssissster, sssslow, sssskate, ssssap, ssssend, ssssip, ssssoup.”
He prolonged the S sounds, which were beautifully done, just so Ms. Hill could hear them. I thought Dora
Mae Hill was gonna faint!
“You’ve got it Joey!! I’m so proud of you! You can make a perfect S sound! See how all of your years of
work have paid off?” said Ms. Hill.
“It’sss not me, it’sss Bill! He showed me how to do it down by the lake while we were fishing and I finally
got it” Joey said with the enthusiasm of a leper who had just been healed by Jesus Christ himself.
I looked at Joey with a subtle wink. “If it’s OK with you Ms. Hill, we’d like to get these fish up to the
clubhouse so Chef Stanley and cook them up for us to have for dinner. We’ll celebrate Joey’s new S sound in
style!”
Joey said, “Chef Ssssstanley can really cook!”
Ms. Hill’s jaw dropped when Joey said the cook’s name with a correct S sound. “You boys go on to the
clubhouse.” She looked at me and said in a quiet tone, “Maybe I was wrong about you. You might have some
potential in this field after all. I’ll talk with you later.”
When we were on our way to the clubhouse, I asked Joey “What the hell was that? A good S sound?
Where did THAT come from?”
“I’ve been able to do it thinth my firtht year in therapy if I really conthentrate. I jutht never did it in public
because it wathn’t worth the effort and anyway, everybody underthtandth what I thay.”
That night Chef Stanley cooked up the pike and we dined like kings while everyone else was eating
macaroni and cheese. We went to a campfire and sang songs with the other campers until almost ten o’clock.
As I drove back to the university in the dark that night I had only warm feelings for Joey, clinical practicum and
Camp Spirit. I even saved a bit of positive regard for Dora Mae Hill.

The next summer I wasn’t assigned to the camp for practicum since I had done my two years. But, I drove
up there on the first day of camp anyway just to say hello to Joey as his parents dropped him off.
Unfortunately, they never arrived. According to the camp director, Joey died sometime early in the spring.
I came out of the director’s office and sat on a nearby bench watching the new campers check in. The
wind was blowing through the birches and stirring up a bit of dust on the camp road. It was the same wind
that rippled the lake and tousled Joey’s brown hair on the day we went fishing just last summer. I can still see
him laughing about the worm in his pants and the look of amazement as he bagged his first and only fish. And
almost fifty years later, I still recall how he made me look good as a speech therapist when actually, I never
did a thing.
{William Ogden Haynes is a poet and author of short fiction from Alabama who was born in Michigan and grew up a
military brat. He has published three collections of poetry, Points of Interest, Uncommon Pursuit and Carvings, all available
on Amazon.com. Over a hundred of his poems and short stories have appeared in literary journals and his work is
frequently anthologized.}

The Diamond in the Crow
by Gordon Stirling
I was at the car wash waiting for the hand dry girl to finish. It was a late morning in early May, already
hot and muggy. The girl dried my car with a chamois while sipping grimy water from a wet rag in her mouth.
I was staring at this, mildly appalled, when I heard someone call my name. I turned and saw Manuel, the
owner of the taxidermy shop down the street from my office. I have a law practice in the small town where I
grew up, east of San Francisco across the bay.
I was casually acquainted with Manuel. I don’t think his business does very well. Once or twice I’d
seen him in the alley behind the buildings on the Avenue, looking for thrown-out food in restaurant dumpsters.
I’d been in Manuel’s shop once and was overwhelmed by the formaldehyde smell.
Manuel asked if I’d seen the story in the paper about a kid found dead at the bottom of the abandoned
quarry. We’d built our houses eastward and upward from the bay until the coast range hills got too steep. A
basalt quarry had been gouged out of one of the hills. The quarry company went out of business years ago.
Top to bottom, the quarry face is about a ten story drop.
I told Manuel I’d been away on a case and hadn’t read the papers yet. He said the dead boy, Pete Liu,
was from the Hai Jing home. That surprised me. The Baptists run Hai Jing for orphan boys from Chinatown.
Although something of an anachronism, since orphans now usually go to relatives or foster care, Hai Jing still
gets a few placements every year.
The residence halls are situated in a campus-like setting, with curvy walkways among well-tended
lawns and shady elms on the town’s affluent north slope. Upturned roof corners and dragon relief sculptures
give the place a Chinese flavor. Hai Jing boys go to the local schools. They’re never a problem.
Manuel told me the boy came to his shop a few months ago. He didn’t look like a candidate for an
unnatural death the way Manuel described him. He was tall and thin, more ropy than skinny. He had on clean
denims and a short-sleeve dress shirt. He was well-spoken, but not loud; the usual Hai Jing demeanor. The
boy asked if he could buy a stuffed bird.
“I have something I want to protect,” he told Manuel. The boy pulled from his pants pocket and
unwrapped on the counter a gauzy, red silk handkerchief. In stark relief against the red fabric lay a five carat,
round-cut diamond. Manuel said his hands tremored when he saw it. It was the kind of stone you see in heist
movies.
Manuel said he got a crow from the back of his shop. He’d mounted it last year but the customer never
returned.
When Manuel held out the bird, the boy first petted its blue-black feathers, then took the bird in both
hands. He turned it towards him, beak first, and looked at it for a minute. “Okay, okay, that’s good,” he
murmured. “Can you put the diamond deep inside the breast?” he asked. After Manuel said he could, the boy
hesitated for moment before handing the diamond over, as if re-thinking the venture, or whether he could trust
Manuel. He asked if the diamond would be safe.
Manuel said he told him the diamond, in or out of the bird, would be safe in his strongbox. He
described the diamond on a receipt, gave it to the boy, and told him to come back in a week. As the boy turned
to go, Manuel said his curiosity overcame his customer’s-always-right politeness. “What’s the story with this
diamond? How’d you get it?” he blurted.
Manuel said the boy was open, but solemn. “My mother was a hostess at the Sky Room, in
Chinatown,” he said. “She couldn’t take care of me. I came to Hai Jing when I was seven. I’d see her every so
often if I could get a ride across the bridge.”
“She got sick a few years ago,” he continued. “Before she died, she gave me the diamond. I’d never
seen it before. She said a rich man from Kitten Mountain gave it to her.”
“That’s where diamonds in China come from,” he explained. “The man lived there with his family and
came to Chinatown often for business.” With an embarrassed smile that seemed to mask buried feelings, he
said, “My mother and he knew each other a long time. I guess she was his outside wife.”
After a moment, the boy went on. “She told me to sell the diamond and start a life when I left Hai Jing.
I’m going to Cal on scholarship this fall. I don’t need to cash it in right now and I don’t want to stick it in a
bank. The diamond’s all I have of her. It’s been okay at Hai Jing but I’ll need something safer in Berkeley. I
saw your shop and had the idea that others would think a stuffed bird was just some sort of keepsake.”
“Okay, I see, I get it. I’ll fix it up,” Manuel said he told the boy, who nodded and then walked out of
the shop.

Manual told me his surgery on the crow was flawless. The diamond was deep in the breast cavity.
Chest fuzz covered the incision. When the boy came back after a week, Manuel showed him he could feel the
contours of the diamond by pressing down on the sides of the cut in the chest. The boy seemed satisfied, gave
Manuel the receipt, paid and left with the bird.
“Now,” Manuel said, “he’s dead in the quarry. The paper said the police won’t give details.” Manuel
shook his head. “Maybe the diamond’s involved, but the boy didn’t seem like he’d hide a diamond inside a
mounted bird and then talk about it.”
Manual glanced at the few other waiting car wash patrons, then faced me again, lowering his voice. “I
looked for you because I don’t want to get involved in this. I haven’t told anyone about the diamond. If it’s
still around, maybe the boy has relatives who should get it. Finding out about the diamond and whether he had
family seems more like your line.”
I thanked Manuel and said I would look into it, but my tone was non-committal. I wanted to withhold
judgment some because I didn’t really know Manuel. Inside though, I was puzzled and upset. A young man
who seemed to be on a decent path to the future was dead. I couldn’t remember trouble of this kind ever
involving Hai Jing. I didn’t want the good work there getting tarnished.
I drove back to my office and found the newspaper reporting on Pete Liu. My friend Jack Donaldson,
the police chief, was quoted, but he’d been tight-lipped.
I walked over to police headquarters that afternoon. Jack and I went back a long time. We’d played
Legion ball together before he went into the Marines. We had a low crime town so he was pretty easy-going.
The admin cop waved me into his office. Jack’s Marine toughness was on the inside. Most found him
friendly and unthreatening, despite his Popeye arms. When he was serious, the volume didn’t go up, it went
quieter. But if push came to shove, his shove would win. I greeted him and asked about Pete Liu. He
grimaced.
“I’m sick over it. Everyone at Hai Jing and the high school had good things to say about him. The Hai
Jing kids are devastated. They really looked up to him. It seems he was a real solid kid.” He squinted at me.
“Are you just curious, or do you have business with this?”
“Well, half and half,” I answered. “Someone asked me to check whether he had family because of a
possible estate issue.”
I didn’t tell Jack about the diamond. I was going to fish a little to see if it had anything to do with the
boy’s death. If so, and if the diamond were found, it would go into evidence for a long time. I hoped the
diamond could help someone now. Unless the diamond figured in the boy’s death, I had no officer-of-the-court
obligation to tell Jack about it.
I told Jack I understood the boy lost his mother a few years back. I asked if there was other family.
“As far as we can tell, he was alone,” Jack said.
“You didn’t give much to the paper,” I said. “What’s going on with the case? Or, is there a case?”
“There’s a case,” he answered. “He didn’t jump. He was pushed.” I groaned. Jack told me what he
had. He wasn’t tainting a prosecution. He knew I wasn’t reckless with information. If someone were charged,
all evidence would go to the defense anyway. A local attorney, I wouldn’t end up on a jury.
“I’ve got an autopsy, a button and a name,” he said. “No witnesses. No motive. We searched his stuff
at Hai Jing. He didn’t have much. Nothing to indicate he was in trouble or that anyone had a motive to hurt
him. He never made a will.” Jack didn’t mention a bird and I didn’t ask.
“I think two others were at the top of the quarry with him,” Jack said. “It wasn’t robbery. The trail
above the quarry’s used by the high school kids from the north side on their way home from school. No one
lurks there waiting to rob people.”
Jack leaned back a little and turned in his swivel chair. He looked out his office window for a few
moments, hands clasped behind his head. It seemed like he had something hard to say.
He turned back to face me. “This is what hurts. I’ve never seen anything like it. Both his collar bones
were separated from his shoulder blades. One person alone wouldn’t have had the leverage to do it. Two
people had to have bent both his arms back to push him. The M.E. said his arms were torn apart from the
shoulders like a wishbone. I can’t get the picture out of my mind of that desperate struggle up there, two
against one, him fighting back, trying to stay alive, until his bones cracked, and then going over the edge.”
I wished Jack hadn’t told me. It made my stomach queasy. I had to live with that image now, too.
From Jack’s description of the fight, it couldn’t have been Manuel at the quarry, even with an
accomplice. He didn’t have the size or strength to wreak that kind of damage.
“You said you had a button and a name.” I wanted to know what Jack knew, if he would tell me.
Something that might bring me closer to the diamond.

“There was a shirt button by the body. It wasn’t off Liu’s shirt, so he may have torn it off one of the
attackers and it tumbled down the quarry face. There’s a print on it, but not Liu’s. We ran it, no matches.
Without a suspect, it’s a dead end.”
“And the name?” I asked. Jack exhaled and shook his head. “Teresa Cavaletti.”
Aww, no. Teresa Cavaletti. The Protected One. Big Joey’s daughter. Little Joey’s younger sister.
Big Joey Cavaletti owns the lumber yard on the Avenue, a few blocks from St. James RC. He runs the
back-room poker games in the bars on the Avenue and gets a cut. He’s got a little book going on the horse
races at the track built on the mud flats in the next town over.
Big Joey and I were never close, though we’d see each other around town. He’s always been
cordial to me and he’s got a reputation for old-school courtesy. He’s never been menacing. Most thought he’d
married up. His wife’s Milanese, with flawless, cream-color skin.
The boy is another story. Little Joey’s stayed out of trouble, working at the lumber yard, but there’s a
fierceness in his eyes Big Joey doesn’t have. He has tough friends. People worry when the old man’s gone, his
small-beans rackets might expand.
I’d seen Teresa grow up. She walked by my office to St. James every day in her white blouse and bluegray plaid skirt uniform. She would wave to me through the office window. She used to give me one of her
school pictures every year. Now, we chatted from time to time.
She’d always been quiet, with doe-brown eyes and black hair framing her mother’s fair complexion.
For years, Big Joey passed the word around town she was off limits. She was being saved for the son of a
family associate in Oakland. An alliance through marriage kind of thing.
Boys were scared to talk to her. She studied, stayed at home and didn’t get asked out. As she got
older, her reserve gradually turned into sadness. I’d been struck by the chiaroscuro contrast: a young woman at
the peak of her fresh beauty with an ever more cloudy demeanor.
I asked Jack what Teresa had to do with Pete Liu. “We got an anonymous call over the tip line that she
was with Liu at the cemetery,” he replied.
We have a quiet, beautiful cemetery in the southern heights above the public high school, with a
panoramic view of the bay. It’s a common lovers’ ramble for the high school kids. I couldn’t see Liu and
Teresa together up there.
“Did you talk to her?” I asked. Jack answered, “She’s not eighteen for another month. I asked Big
Joey to bring her by but when I told him what for, he wouldn’t. I only had the anonymous call, so I really
couldn’t press him.
Jack picked at the papers on his desk before continuing. “Big Joey’s reaction worried me. I don’t
know who he’s covering for. If anyone in the family was involved, it could have been Little Joey, but I don’t
have enough to question him or print him.”
At that point we stopped talking, mutually incredulous. We were discussing a family we’d known all
our lives in a conversation about a killing. I told Jack I’d let him know anything useful I turned up while
looking for relatives.
Jack didn’t press me on the estate issue. Either he thought it was privileged or couldn’t imagine it
amounting to motive. He hadn’t said anything about a diamond, so I kept quiet about it. I also didn’t tell him I
would have a conversation with Teresa.
I saw her the next day passing my office, schoolbooks in the crook of her arm. When she waved, I got
up from my desk, opened the door onto the Avenue and asked her to come in and talk for a minute.
Teresa sat across from me in the clients’ chair. She was pretty still; not fidgety or sprawly. For a
moment, in repose, she had a face like a Michaelangelo Madonna. I started gently. “We haven’t spoken in a
while. Are you okay? How’s your Mom and Dad?”
“We’re fine,” she said, through a sigh, as if more words would take an effort.
I tried another direction. “You’re graduating next month. What do you plan next?”
She hesitated. I think she was deciding what to tell me, how much family business to reveal. She must
have felt I’d banked some trust with her over the years because she went ahead. “I’m not sure. My parents are
pushing me to marry this boy from a family they know, right after graduation. But I’m not ready and I don’t
have feelings for him. Maybe I could go on with school. All I’ve ever done is study. I want to make a family
but I want to feel something for someone.” She looked down, discouraged. “I don’t know if I can resist Mom
and Dad. I never have.” She paused, before saying words I was sure she’d never said out loud before. “I’ve
even thought about going up the hill.”
Up the hill is how the girls at St. James describe the cloistered monastery in the hilly, enclave township
to the southeast of us. The nuns there live in prayerful solitude and silence.

“Oh, sweetheart, would you really do that?” With the word of endearment, the dam burst. Teresa’s
eyes bubbled over and she was crying. My heart broke.
“What is it, Teresa?” I took the chance to ask about Pete Liu. “Is it the boy who died? I’m working on
his estate. Jack Donaldson told me your Dad wouldn’t let you talk about him.”
The tissue box on my desk started to empty. “It’s everything,” she said through tears. “I feel like this
object in my family that’s supposed to fit in a slot somewhere to fix a business problem. Like none of my
thoughts or dreams ever matter. When I made a friend I could talk to, my family got mad about it. Then he
died.”
She got some composure and continued. “We were just friends. I brought flowers to my grandmother
in the cemetery. His mother is there, too. We just started to talk. He didn’t know anything about me.” She
meant Big Joey’s hands-off policy.
She gathered herself a little more, dabbing her eyes. “We liked to sit in the cemetery at sunset, looking
at the Golden Gate. If we were real quiet at dusk, we would see the deer come eat the flowers on the graves.
We talked about the future. I told him my situation. One day, his hand was next to mine on the grass. Then,
he just eased it over and took hold softly.”
Teresa smiled a little. “I wasn’t expecting it. It felt warm and electric at the same time. The thrill of
his skin touching mine rose in my throat. My face got hot. We didn’t say anything for a minute, just riding
new sensations.”
Crying done, Teresa spoke plainly. “We weren’t Romeo and Juliet. Our lives were going in different
directions. It was just nice to have someone to meet occasionally. We liked our spot. We could talk. We
hadn’t had much human touch. He had no family and mine isn’t very affectionate.”
I suggested someone who knew her saw her and tipped the police. “I never noticed anyone,” she said,
“but there’re always people up there and everyone in town knows my family. But whoever called Mr.
Donaldson after Pete died called my family before.”
“What makes you say that?” I asked. “Because,” she said, “during dinner a few weeks ago, Mom
asked if I knew a Chinese boy. She was really asking if I was seeing him. She wasn’t using her friendly voice.
It got real quiet, like my parents and Joey had already discussed it.”
“It startled me.” The memory put a serious look on her face. Teresa continued, “Her question came
out of the blue and I got a little scared and I stumbled when I answered so I don’t know what they thought. I
told the truth. Pete was a boy I got to know at the cemetery and we talked sometimes.”
She stopped a moment, recalling what happened next. “Dad got real strict. He stood up at the table
fast, which frightened me when his chair scraped back on the floor, and he said like an announcement, ‘North
Beach and Chinatown don’t mix. They don’t mix in the city and they’re not going to mix here.’”
“He’d never said anything like that, but I knew what he meant,” she said. “Stick to your own. They all
must have thought we were together, but it wasn’t like that. I wanted to yell to leave me alone, but the words
stuck. I just got up and went to my room. The subject never came up again. Now Pete’s dead. I don’t know
why.” She looked away, miserable again, and embarrassed over what she’d said about her family.
She started to question me. “Do you know what happened? Did he jump? Was it over me?” I didn’t
want to answer. Pete Liu hadn’t jumped over her, but he might have been pushed because of her.
Without knowing, Pete Liu had caused serious and, perhaps, unbearable tension in the Cavaletti home.
I thought Teresa deserved to know some of what Jack told me, but I didn’t tell her the details about the fight at
the quarry. “I’m afraid it looks like he was pushed.” She gasped and teared up again. “The police don’t know
why,” I said. I didn’t think she’d want to protect anyone who would hurt Pete Liu so I told her a little more.
“There were no witnesses. A button from someone else’s shirt was by the body.”
I asked why her Dad didn’t want her to talk to Chief Donaldson. “I thought it was because he was
embarrassed someone saw me with Pete but what if…” Her voice trailed off and a terrible look of awareness
came into her eyes. She got up suddenly, like she wanted to run, to escape everything – what her family might
have done and what was ahead - the wedding freight train coming at her.
My impulse was to rescue her. Rescues cost money but, if I found the diamond, I could give her a start
somewhere else. Pete Liu’s mother paid a high price for the diamond that would have given her son a new life.
Maybe the diamond could give his friend Teresa a new life in exchange for the awful price he’d paid. Better
her than the state treasury which, under the letter of the law, would get the diamond if no heirs were found.
But I didn’t want to get ahead of myself. If I didn’t find the diamond, Teresa would disappear down
the rabbit hole of an arranged, loveless marriage.
I stopped her before she got out the door. “I’ll get you a way out of this if I can. I’m working on
something about Pete that might be able to help you. I’ll get in touch if something comes of it.” I got her
number but my words didn’t relieve her bleak look as she left.

Other than from Manuel, I’d heard nothing about the diamond. It hadn’t come up in Jack’s
investigation, but he didn’t know about the crow. I didn’t think Teresa knew about the diamond; otherwise, she
might have connected it to Pete’s death, instead of asking if he had jumped over her.
I agreed with Manuel that you don’t hide a diamond in a stuffed bird and then talk about it. Pete
wouldn’t have been carrying the bird with him, either. All this made me doubt the diamond caused his death.
If that was true, the crow might still be at Hai Jing. Neither Hai Jing nor the police would have known its
value.
I called Reverend Greenhope, the headmaster, and made an appointment to see him the next day. I’d
met the Reverend at events around town and liked him. He’d seen some of the worst that God’s children could
do to each other in his mission days overseas. But he’d devoted his life to changing lives for the better. His
hair was gray now, but his shoulders were square and his back straight, like his faith.
In his office, I expressed condolences about Pete Liu. He acknowledged it’d been difficult for
everyone. I told him I was looking into an estate issue connected to Liu. I asked about his things and whether
any relatives were found since the police first inquired.
“There was no one but his mother in this country,” he said. “We haven’t found any family in China,
either. We checked our mission contacts and through the Chinese consulate in San Francisco.”
As far as his belongings,” he continued, “he didn’t have much. Just clothes and toiletries. A few
books.” Not the answer I’d hoped for. No crow, no diamond, no help for Teresa. I asked him to let me know
if anything else was found and left downhearted.
* * *
May turned into June and graduation day approached. I got a mailed announcement from Teresa. The
same day, her engagement was noted in the newspaper’s society page. The wedding was scheduled a week
after graduation. I felt frustrated and powerless.
I was writing a check to Teresa as a graduation/wedding gift when my phone rang. When I heard
Reverend Greenhope’s voice, I worked to keep my voice from quavering, hoping that something was about to
break.
The Reverend said an old suitcase with Pete Liu’s name on the ID sticker had been found under another
boy’s bed. The floor resident said only old clothes were in it, but the Reverend said he and I could go through
it. Concealing my disappointment, I said I’d come over. I might as well, I thought, if there’s even a chance of
finding a clue.
The Reverend had a dusty suitcase open on his desk, the up-right hinge facing outward toward me. “I
don’t see anything of value,” he said by way of greeting. I could see him rummaging through clothes. “Oh!
Good gosh!” The Reverend’s eyes widened and he reared back, startled. “What is it? What’s the matter?” I
said. Gingerly, he reached under the clothes, pulled out, then held up to my view, a stuffed crow. With all the
strength I could muster, I stayed nonchalant. It was a quarter of a million dollar bird.
“That’s a strange thing to keep around,” I said, trying to offer an appropriate reaction. “I’ll say,” the
Reverend agreed, “I never knew he had anything like this. It must have meant something to him.” He put the
bird back under the clothes.
I asked the Reverend if he had any more use for the suitcase and its contents. If not, I would continue
the search for kin or just get rid of the stuff. That was fine with him. Hai Jing had no legal claim on Pete Liu’s
possessions.
I kept a straight face until I had driven out of sight of the Hai Jing buildings, at which point an unmanly
giggle burst out of me. My hands were sweaty on the steering wheel. The door to a new life for Teresa had
cracked open. I would have to work fast, though. Her marriage was days away.
If she stuck around here, family pressures would be unyielding, even if the diamond money gave her
some independence. I needed to make arrangements to get Teresa out of town.
When I got back to my office, I wrote her a note and slipped it in a graduation card, with the check. It
was cryptic: “All set. Text me.” I included my cell number and sent the card.
I moved quickly to get logistics in place. I didn’t want snags at the last minute if Teresa was ready to
run. I used a box-cutter to open the bird and get the stone out. I drove to the city’s diamond exchanges on
Brannan. I got a cashier’s check for the diamond and opened a bank account with the proceeds.
I kept back some of the money, with which I leased online an apartment in a residence for single
women near a Catholic university in the Midwest. I got her a plane ticket with open dates to Chicago and to
her onward destination. There, secure, with means, she could decide her next steps. But that meant taking a
hard first step away from her family. I didn’t know if fear of her family members or residual feelings for them
or sheer inertia would overcome her.

I checked my phone constantly for texts, resisting the impulse to call her. By her wedding day, I had
given up, sorrowful. The little girl had grown up into my heart more than I knew. I was thinking about what
else to do with the diamond money. Probably an anonymous gift to Hai Jing. Then a text came.
“Get ready,” it said, “side of the church.” I ran to my car. My hands shook as I fumbled with the keys.
I squealed the tires, drove the few blocks to church and parked on the side street not knowing what to expect.
I didn’t see her. I waited. I squirmed in my seat. I gripped the steering wheel, my knuckles white.
Wedding guests were still arriving. The ceremony hadn’t started. Fifteen agonizing minutes went by, then
twenty. I heard organ music. “C’mon, open!” I urged the church’s side door. Again, I feared the moment of
decision had passed. Then, a flash of white. Teresa ran out the door, her train flying, her heels clacking,
grabbing at her veil with one hand, a small suitcase in the other.
She jumped in the car and looked at me. She fought her adrenalin down to a shaky whisper. “Let’s go.
Please.” I jammed it. No one saw us go. She’d told her mother she needed a last moment alone in the bride’s
prep room. A gambler’s daughter, she decided to throw the dice on my promises.
I kept my eyes straight ahead while she changed into traveling clothes. When we were across the
bridge I told her about the diamond and where she was going. She was mournful over all that had happened.
“A lot’s been lost,” she said. “You’re standing, though,” I told her. “Yes.” I passed her the opening account
statement: $237,533.00. She cried. “I have to use this right,” she said. “Yes.”
I left SFO after a security line goodbye and her plane’s departure. Back home, I noticed a plastic zip
lock on the back seat. I thought she’d forgotten something. But inside the bag was a neatly folded man’s shirt.
A post-it was stuck to it. “This is my brother’s,” the note said, with a little arrow underneath pointing down to
where a button was missing.
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